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Scope and Audience

Scope

This manual describes how to use the LTE LabKit to support testing and development of LTE
services, devices, and applications, including:

● Mobile apps
● IoT systems
● Embedded LTE modems
● LTE baseband processors
● Mobile operator core network services

This manual covers:

● procedures used in development testing
● issue reproduction in customer support and network operations
● production-line functional testing
● education and training.

Audience

This manual is written for:

● software developers and engineers who implement and support the systems listed
above

● mobile operator technical staff
● systems engineers building LTE-based proof of concept systems
● customer support staff who need to reproduce customer problems, and
● trainers and teachers who need to provide a “hands-on” practical experience with an LTE

radio network.

This manual assumes some basic knowledge of Linux and IP networking.
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System Overview

Intended Use of the LTE LabKit

The LTE LabKit is a compact implementation of the 4G LTE radio network. When connected to
a 4G core network (EPC, or “Enhanced Packet Core”), it provides LTE radio network service
over an area of a few square meters , or it can be connected directly to an LTE endpoint device1

(handset, modem module, etc.) via RF coaxial cables.

The LTE Lab Kit also provides a 2G GSM/GPRS implementation that uses a SIP backhaul
instead of the standard Abis or A interfaces.

The LTE LabKit radio network can be configured for any of the standard LTE bands at
frequencies of up to 3.5 GHz. It can also operate in any of the four standard GSM bands: GSM
850, EGSM 900, DCS 8100, or PCS 1900.

The intended use of this LTE or GSM radio network is for testing endpoint devices, and the
software applications that use those devices, under controlled network conditions.

Your Core Network

In LTE mode, the LTE Lab Kit can work with any standard LTE EPC core network. Instructions
for configuring the S1 link to the EPC are given later in this manual. The LTE Lab Kit includes an
embedded Open5gs EPC that can be used if no other EPC is available.

In GSM mode, the Lab Kit can be run in a self-contained “network in a PC” configuration
(“NiPC”) or connected to an SS7Ware Mini-Core or YateUCN server for “roaming” mode.

SIMs

The Lab Kit is delivered with 10 SIMs that are already programmed into the GSM NiPC SIM
database and into the embedded Open5gs EPC. The data for these SIMs can also be exported
for use in other core networks.

Working Modes

The Lab Kit supports these “working modes”:

● LTE Mode. The Lab Kit operates as an eNodeB, using the embedded Open5gs EPC or
an external EPC.

1 Depending on your operating band and local radio regulations.
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● GSM Roaming mode. This mode uses an external YateUCN or Mini-Core core network.
● GSM Data Roaming Mode. This mode uses an external YateUCN or Mini-Core core

network.
● GSM NiPC Mode. The Lab Kit operates as a self-contained GSM network using a built-in

SIM database. Each Lab Kit is programmed to accept all Legba SIMs that were in use at
the time of delivery, so if you have multiple Lab Kits, it is likely that the SIMs from one
Lab Kit will work with other Lab Kits as well. This mode also supports authentication
bypassing and pattern-matching of IMSIs.
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Setting Up the LabKit for LTE or GSM

The Packing List

● 1 LabKit
● 1 LabKit power adapter
● 2 antennas
● 2 filters, one for use in the Americas (in red) and one for the rest of the world (in black)
● 2 LTE/GSM smartphones and chargers
● 10 pre-written SIM cards (two of them are already inserted in each of the two phones)

Assembling your LabKit

Overview
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Ethernet ports

The LabKit has two Ethernet ports:

1. Network A
This is the port farther from the antenna of the LabKit.
This Ethernet port is pre-configured with the static IP 10.0.3.1.
It can be used for initial setup, management or rescue.
It cannot be used for providing LabKit functionality.

2. Network B
This is the port next to the antenna of the LabKit.

This port is assigned a DHCP IP address from the network.
It can be used for both providing functionality and management.

To find the DHCP IP address, please refer to section D.2.

TX antenna port

The TX output port delivers up to 70 mW of power in the lower GSM bands. However, available
power is less in bands above 1900 MHz.

Filters

Bandpass filters eliminate self-interference that comes from having the transmit and receive
antennas close to each other, which is specifically a problem in the “low” GSM bands, EGSM
900 and GSM 850. If you are operating in a GSM mode in these bands, you are advised to use
a filter.

Band 8, EGSM 900 (red)

Band 5, GSM 850 (black)

Steps

1. Connect one antenna to the TX socket. (See figure.)

2. Connect the filter to the RX socket. (See figure.)
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3. Connect the other antenna to the filter. (See figure.)

4. Connect the LabKit to the power supply with a cable via the +12VDC socket.

5. Connect the ethernet cable, normally on port #2, “network B”, which is configured for
DHCP.

Note: Screw the antennas securely. Always angle the antennas at a 180° orientation.

Note: A video version of the LabKit setup guide is available on YouTube at:
https://youtu.be/XklRrzBoaVY or https://youtu.be/grcmQbBzNCM
The LabKits used in the videos are slightly different versions, but the procedures are nearly
the same.

Accessing your LabKit
The operating system of the LabKit is Mageia Linux.
The following guide assumes you are familiar with simple console administration tasks.

1. LabKit credentials

Each LabKit has the username yatebts and its serial number as the password.
The serial number is printed on the front plate of your LabKit.
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2. LabKit IP address

Connecting to Network A will provide the static IP address 10.0.3.1.
Connecting to Network B will provide the DHCP IP address.

Finding the DHCP IP address
There are multiple methods to find the IP address. Below are three methods that can be
used.

1. Accessing the LabKit operating system locally (see section D.3 below)
- From the terminal, apply (ifconfig) and check the IP.  For newer LabKits

the port is named (eth-ran).
- From the graphical interface, open Mageia Control Center, go to Network

& Internet, open the Network Center, select Wired (Ethernet) and click on
Configure.

2. Using an arp table from any PC in the network.
For Linux OS
Run nmap scan (nmap x.x.x.*), where x.x.x are the first 3 digits from your DHCP
subnet.
Look into the arp table (arp -n | grep xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx ), where xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx
is the Ethernet MAC address.
For Windows OS
Ping the subnet gateway (ping x.x.x.x).
Look into the arp table (arp -a) and search for the unit Ethernet MAC address.

3. Using arp from layer 3 device
The command and the steps will be different depending on your vendor. For
example

● Cisco switches: show ip arp
● HP switches: show arp
● Huawei switches: display arp all

3. Accessing the LabKit locally
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3.1. Accessing the operating system

1. Connect the LabKit to the monitor via the HDMI or DVI video outputs. Connect
the keyboard and mouse to any of the USB sockets or to the dedicated
mouse/keyboard PS2 port.

Note: Due to radio interference, we strongly recommend using DVI/HDMI connectors only
for the initial setup and connecting remotely in all the rest of the sessions.

Note: Make sure DVI/HDMI is connected before powering up the LabKit or a restart will be
required for the screen to function.

2. As soon as you have powered the LabKit you will be asked for a password.
(Please refer to C.1 section for credential details)

3. Now you will have access to the operating system graphical interface and
terminal.

3.2. Accessing the Local Management Interface (LMI)

After accessing the operating system graphical interface, you can access the LMI with
two methods:

1. Click the LMI icon on the desktop.
2. Open the browser (Internet Explorer or Firefox) and enter the URL.

● http://127.0.0.1:2080/lmi/main.php
● http://127.0.0.1/lmi on older YateBTS versions.

3.3. Accessing the LabKit console locally

After accessing the operating system graphical interface, you can access the LMI with
two methods:

1. Click the icon Yate Console on the desktop.
2. From the terminal (telnet 0 5037).
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4. Accessing the LabKit remotely

4.1. Accessing the operating system through a SSH port connection

The LabKit operating system is reachable via telnet using the port 54321.

For Linux OS

1. Open a terminal.
2. Use the command: ssh yatebts@network-ip-assigned-ip -p 54321

For Windows OS

1. Open ssh terminal, like PuTTY.
2. Enter the network-ip-assigned-ip as the IP
3. Enter the port 54321

4.2. Accessing the Local Management Interface (LMI) remotely

From any PC in the network, open the browser
and enter http://network-assigned-ip:2080/lmi

4.3. Accessing the LabKit console remotely
1. Access the operating system via ssh (see section D.4.1).
2. Apply the command (telnet 0 5037).
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5. Accessing the LabKit with Network A

The LabKit is pre-configured with the static IP 10.0.3.1 on Network A.
To have reachability to the LabKit using Network A.

1. Connect the LabKit directly to a PC.
2. Assign a static IP address to the PC from the subnet 10.0.3.x /8 except 10.0.3.1

For Linux OS:
ifconfig <port> <static IP> netmask 255.0.0.0
For Windows OS
Control panel -> network and sharing center -> change adapter settings ->
properties   -> internet protocol version 4 (TCP / IPv4) -> use the following IP
address.

5.1. Accessing the operating system through a SSH port connection using
network A

The LabKit operating system is reachable via telnet using the port 54321.

For Linux OS

1. Open a terminal
2. Use the command: ssh yatebts@10.0.3.1 -p 54321

For Windows OS

1. Open ssh terminal, like PuTTY.
2. Enter 10.0.3.1 as the IP.
3. Enter the port 54321

5.2. Accessing the Local Management Interface (LMI) using Network A

From any PC in the network, open the browser
and enter http://10.0.3.1:2080/lmi
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5.3. Accessing the LabKit console remotely
1. Access the operating system via ssh.
2. Apply the command (telnet 0 5037)
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Configuring the Labkit for LTE

Calibrate the Labkit

Before starting the Labkit it needs to be connected to the internet for 4 hours minimum to
calibrate itself.  The Labkit uses NTP for the calibration and runs chroncy service.

Minimum Configurations to operate
The Labkit is shipped with the minimum configuration to work with either the HC or Minicore,
below are the minimum configurations that you might need to edit.

The LTE mode of the LabKit doesn’t provide any voice call or SMS functionalities.

● Working Mode

- Select LTE enb. Click the Modify button and click the Save button.

● ENB Configuration
Radio - eNodeB:
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● eNodeB ID - must be a 20-bit unique ID whose value is concatenated
with the PLMN ID to create a 44-bit global eNodeB identity. You may use
any 20-bit number, but if you have multiple LabKits, the eNodeB ID
should be different for each one.

● Mobile Country Code (MMC) - set the value to 001 for testing.
● Mobile Network Code (MNC) - set the value to 01 for testing.
● Tracking Area Code (TAC) - enter any 4-digit number.
● Cell Identity – enter any 7-digit number (for example: 0000001).
● Name - human readable and optional, we recommend keeping the

default.
● LTE Band - in order to avoid local interference and using one of the two

filters:
- choose Band 8 (Americas) if you are in Europe, Middle East,

Asia, Africa or Oceania
- choose Band 5 (typical for the rest of the world) if you are in

the Americas.
● Bandwidth - refers to the LTE Channel bandwidth. It should be 25 for

both LTE Band 8 and LTE Band 5.
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● Downlink EARFCN - must be compatible with the selected band.
For the two bands provided with filters, ranges are:

- 3450...3799 for LTE Band 8
- 2400...2649 for LTE Band 5.

Note: Please be careful when choosing an EARFCN at the edge of a band. The Channel
Bandwidth you’ve set might take you out of the band if the EARFCN is too close to the
lower or upper limit and you will end up with a non-working configuration.

Note: The Uplink EARFCN will be set automatically by the LabKit.

● NID1 (Network Identity 1), with a value between 1 and 167. The number
is arbitrary, but if you have more LabKits, it should differ among them.

● NID2 (Network Identity 2), with a value of 0, 1 or 2. It can be any value.

● Core:
GTP

From the drop down menu, select your IP address as seen by the SGW. This is
usually an IP address in the same subnet as the SGW, which is usually also the
same subnet as the MME.
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MME:

1. Address: enter the IP address of your MME. The default (x.x.x.x) is the
embedded Open5gs EPC in a Docker container in the Lab Kit, and
already has the data for the Legba SIMs that shipped with it. If you use a
different EPC, you will need SIMs that are compatible with the EPC that
you are using.

2. Local: from the drop down menu, select your IP address as seen by the
MME, usually the one in the subnet as the mme.
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Starting your first LTE data session
Once you have configured your LabKit for LTE use, get ready to start your first data
session.

1. Turn on the smartphone. It should register to the network if all the above steps
have been correctly performed. You might select the network manually, the
network name can be: 00101 / Test / PLMN-Test / Yatebts.

2. When the phone registers, you will automatically receive a welcoming SMS with
the SIM’s assigned telephone number. (However, the Lab Kit does not normally
include VoLTE support, so you will not actually be able to place telephone calls in
LTE mode.)

3. On the smartphone, configure the access point with the name / APN (internet).
4. You are ready to access the Internet.
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Configuring the Lab Kit for GSM

Calibrate the Labkit

Before starting the Labkit it needs to be connected to the internet for 4 hours minimum to
calibrate itself.  The Labkit uses NTP for the calibration and runs chroncy service.

Minimum Configuration to operate
The simplest and most common GSM working mode is “NiPC”. In this mode, the Lab Kit is a
self-contained GSM network, supporting the Legba SIMs.

To start in NiPC mode, you need to define the network identity, operating band, and ARFCN.
These are all set from the screen “BTS Configuration” -> Radio -> GSM. Other parameters can
usually be left at their default settings.

Making your first test call
Once you have configured your LabKit for GSM use, get ready to make your first test.

1. Turn on the smartphone. It should register to the network if all the above steps
have been correctly performed. You might select the network manually, the
network name can be: 00101 / Test / PLMN-Test / Yatebts.
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2. When the phone registers, you will automatically receive a welcoming SMS with
the SIM’s assigned telephone number.

3. Call 32843 for a test call.
4. Knowing the telephone numbers, call from phone to phone.
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Introduction to rmanager

What is rmanager?

The rmanager module enables you to control Yate using a telnet client.

From a remote console you can:

● Stop or restart the Yate's engine
● View the status
● Load or reload a selected module
● Enable debugging and output
● Begin or end calls
● Create, edit or delete a user
● View logs

General rmanager Commands

The general rmanager commands can be grouped in the following manner:

Yate Engine Commands

The message is used to send commands from the Remote Manager or from the Yate command
line. It is always sent synchronously and a different form is used to perform command line
completion.

Yate Module Commands

This is a list of module commands:

● accfile - The accfile module is used to register Yate to outside gateways in order to end
calls. The different protocols that can be used include: SIP, H323, Jabber or IAX. This
module defines an  authenticated connection between Yate and a server or gateway with
the Yate Server being a client. A basic connection includes: protocol, username,
password and the server IP and is stored in the accfile.conf file.

● callgen - This module is used for load testing. It can create a large number of calls either
using an arbitrary protocol or to a specific number. The call generator can either be
managed from rmanager or the Yate's command line.

● ysigchan - This module uses the signalling library and driver module such as zapcard or
wpcard to add interfaces and circuits that are then used to transfer signalling packets
and audio data.
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● users - This module configures the database account name and users management
such as add, edit, remove and retrieve queries). This configuration is stored in the
users.conf file.

● jabberserver - As the name implies this module enables main features needed for a
jabber server.

● filetransfer - This module allows files to be sent to and received from specified targets.

Rmanager Commands Specific to yateenb (LTE Mode)

This section documents commands that are sent to the ENB module. These commands
generally follow two forms:

● Commands starting with “enb” apply to the entire module.
● Commands starting with “wbenb0” apply only to cell 0 within the ENB. (Future

expansions of the ENB may support multiple cells with multiple radio types.)

Full-Module Commands

These are commands that touch multiple layers in the yateenb module.

enb start|stop|restart

These commands start, stop, and restart the yateenb module independently of the Yate engine
and the rest of the eNodeB.

enb mmes

List the connected MMEs and their associated PLMNs and IP addresses.

yate-sdr@ybts-officelk> enb mmes
ID IP               status cap conns PLMNs
cfg.mme1 192.168.66.61 OK 10 1 00101

enb time

This command shows the processing timeline inside the yateenb module, in terms of what
subframe is being processed in each layer of UL and DL and the number of samples of lag
between the RX and TX sides of the radio interface.

Example:

> enb time
Scheduler:   61476736|601:6:0:0
Modulator:   61476732|601:2:0:0 (860674248)
Radio TX:    61476730|601:0:0:0 (860674220) sample=472141286400
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Radio RX:    61476729|600:9:0:0 (860674206) sample=472141278720
Demodulator: 61476729|600:9:0:0 (860674206)
TX-RX:       1|0:1:0:0 (14) sample: 7680
RadioDevTX:  472141276087 delta_from_us=-10313
RadioDevRX:  472141279717 delta_from_us=997

"wbenb0 measurements" commands

Commands in the "measurements" group operate on the KPI-related measurements in the
yateenb module. These measurements are kept in the ENB by an object called the
MeasurementEngine.

wbenb0 measurements report

See the section on Performance Reports in Real Time.

wbenb0 measurements clear

Clear the MeasurementEngine and start a new "baseline" for measurement recording.

wbenb0 measurements summary

Print only summations and averages from the MeasurementEngine.

wbenb0 measurements pat=<regex>

Print measurements with names matching a regular expression. For example, this can be used
to show the raw information used to generate "enb measurements report", or to isolate a group
of measurements defined in the standard.

Some useful ones:

● "DlMcs" - histogram of DL MCS used by the scheduler
● "UlMcs" - histogram of UL MCS used by the scheduler

wbenb0 measurements dump

This command dumps performance-related measurements to a CSV file for offline analysis.
yate-sdr@ybts-officelk> wbenb0 measurements dump
wbenb0:
NOTE: Enabling detailed measurements. This may affect performance.
Dumping measurements to /tmp/wbenb0.1626872869711.csv

Each line in the resulting file covers a one-second period. The total file duration is one minute.
The first line of the file gives the names of the measurements that were dumped. These
individual measurements are documented in the section on the measurement system and in
Annex A.
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status enb

This command works with the MeasurementEngine, like "enb measurements", but is intended
for automation interfaces instead of human use. The form is:

status enb [summary] [clear] [rrc] [carriers] [drb] [erab] [equipment] [rru]
[paging] [s1ap] [tb] [srb] [bearers] [phy] [all]

The first options are control options:

● summary - Report only the standard measurements, leaving out vendor-specific
measurements.

● clear - Clear the measurement engine after generating the report.

The next options select measurement groups. (See KPI-related measurements for definitions of
these groups.)

Option Groups selected

rrc RRC

carriers CARR

erab ERAB

equipment EQPT

rru RRU

paging PAG

s1ap S1SIG

tb TB

srb SRB

bearers DRB ERAB SRB

phy TB RRU CARR

all all groups
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Example:

> status enb summary
name=enb,type=radio;state=Started,state_time=90580,prev_state_time=1,cells=wben
b0

enb capture

The capture command is used to control PCAP traces that can be used with wireshark. See the
section on working with Wireshark.

Upper-Layer Commands

These are commands that operate at and above the MAC layer.

wbenb0 scheduler stats

This command prints performance statistics for the scheduler, including processing times for UL
and DL transport blocks.

Example (from an idle ENB):

> enb scheduler stats
Scheduler subframe starts and abort counts since last restart:
total subframes 61991884
Request aborts 264
PdcchAlloc aborts 0
UeAlloc aborts 0
PdcchSending aborts 5
PdschSending aborts 0
PuschSending aborts 0
total aborted subframes 269 0%
subframes skipped due to late PHY 1130 0%

Scheduled transfer stats since last restart:
UplinkTransportBlocks 20
UplinkResourceBlocks 80
UplinkBytes 220
UplinkHarqRetires 0 0%
DownlinkTransportBlocks 0
DownlinkResourceBlocks 0
DownlinkBytes 0
DownlinkHarqRetires 0 0%

DL demand scale 1
UL demand scale 1

UL RB utilization 5.60519e-45
DL RB utilization 0.016713
PDCCH utilization 0.380952
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Avg connection life 14 ms

Scheduler latest processing times in microseconds:
Request=65
PdcchAlloc=1
UeAlloc=1
PdcchSending=1
PdschSending=0
PuschSending=0

PHY Worker Loop ExecTimer stats:
UlRxWorker0: phase List avg 1 us, phase Demod avg 0 us,
UlRxWorker1: phase List avg 1 us, phase Demod avg 0 us,
DlTxWorker0: phase Mod avg 32 us,
DlTxWorker1: phase Mod avg 29 us,

Commands Related to the PHY
These are commands that monitor or control the PHY. The “upper PHY” is specific to each cell
(wbenb0). The “lower PHY” is common to the entire ENB.

"wbenb0 phy" commands

Commands in the "phy" group operate on the lower PHY layer of the ENB.

wbenb0 phy radiotest

This command suspends normal ENB operation and puts the cell into a loopback radio test
mode. This command is used only for hardware diagnostics and is not documented here.

wbenb0 phy simtraffic

This command fills unused resource elements in the DL grid with random QPSK symbols to
simulate active DL transmissions. Its purpose is to provide test signals for the analog part of the
radio system.

To start the simulation:

enb phy simtraffic [fill=pct] [sumframes=[0123456789]]

To stop the simulation:

enb phy simtraffic stop=true

Example:

> enb phy simtraffic
Lower phy traffic simulation disabled.
> enb phy simtraffic subframes= 02468
Lower phy traffic simulation enabled on subframes 02468 with fill level 100%.
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> enb phy simtraffic fill= 50
Lower phy traffic simulation enabled on subframes 02468 with fill level 50%.
> enb phy simtraffic stop=true
Lower phy traffic simulation disabled.

wbenb0 phy printgrid

The printgrid command generates a .png file that shows three images:

● the DL resource grid, color coded by channel type, following the same color codes as
this famous web site

● the DL resource grid in black and white, colored by power
● black - little or no power
● bright white - maximum allowed power

● the UL resource grid colored in black and white
● black - the quantization noise floor of the radio
● white - the saturation point of the radio

The file name is based on the Unix epoch time when the file is generated.

> wbenb0 phy printgrid
saved image file file to
/tmp/grid1626871271695325untagged1626871271696-both.png
PRB 0 is at the *top* of the image, 10 pixels per RE.
This feature uses libgd. See http://www.libgd.org for more information.

wbenb0 phy trxstats

The trxstats command gives overall configuration and performance statistics for the lower PHY
and the radio interface.

Example:

PHY config
Band 3 EARFCN 1490 (1834000 kHz DL, 1739000 kHz UL)
NID1 3 NID2 1 (PHY-CID 10)
DL Bandwidth 25
PDCCH format 3
CFI 3
PRACH config index 0, 4 preambles, freq offset 0

PRACHEvents:            0
SentSymbols:            5233578
SendLateSymbols:        98
ModulatedSymbols:       5233575
ModLateSymbols:         101
SendLost:               0.00%
RecvSymbols:            5233662
RecvLateSymbols:        0
DemodSymbols:           5233648
DemodLateSymbols:       0
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RecvLost:               0.00%
SchedulerLateSubframes: 0
UlMeanWaveformPwr:      -44.7347
UlMaxWaveformPwr:       -37.6643
UlMeanCarriersPwr:      -61.9032
UlMaxCarriersPwr:       -60.0146
UlMeanNoisePwr:         -61.7437
UlMaxNoisePwr:          -60.3681
Connection Pool 0 modems in use, 10 available

Here:

● The "symbols" are OFDMA/SC-FDMA symbols send and received through the radio.
● Power levels are given in dB relative to the saturation point of the radio.

enb phy crestfactor

This command shows or sets the crest factor headroom of the OFDM transmitter. (The initial
crest factor headroom setting comes from the configuration file and has a default value of 12
dB, but it can be adjusted here in real time for testing.)

Example:

> enb phy crestfactor
Crest factor compensation is 10 dB
> enb phy crestfactor dB= 13
Setting crest factor compensation to 13 dB

The example raises the crest factor headroom by 3 dB, which will give a more linear signal, but
will also lower the output power by 3 dB.

The theoretical crest factor for LTE OFDMA is 12 dB. Lowering the crest factor headroom allows
for higher output power, but also raises the noise level in the transmitter, possibly limiting the
useful MCS on DL.

enb phy prach

The prach command is a test feature in the PRACH detector. The form is

enb phy prach oper= <oper>

The allowed operations are:

● enable - Turn on the PRACH detector (the normal state).
● disable - Turn off the PRACH detector.
● stats - Print PRACH detector performance statistics.
● clearstats - Clear the PRACH detector performance statistics.
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enb phy forcepucch

The forcepucch command is a test feature that forces PUCCH Format 1 decoding on every
subframe for a given RNTI. This force mode stops automatically when the first valid PUCCH
Format 1 message is received. The arguments are:

● start - "true" to start this mode, "false" to stop it
● rnti - The RNTI to test.

Example:

enb phy forcepucch rnti=1234 start=true

enb uepool chans

Print a table of live performance statistics for all connected UEs.

● RNTI - RNTI (radio layer connection ID) of this connection.
● If this number is followed by R, it means the connection is marked for release but

not yet fully released.
● If this number is followed by S, that means it is a simulated UE generated

internally by the eNodeB.
● AVGRSSI - Recent average PUSCH UL RSSI, referenced to an ideal level of 0 dB.
● CURRSSI - RSSI of most recent PUSCH UL transmission, referenced to an ideal level of

0 dB.
● UL-SNR - Short-term average PUSCH UL signal to noise ratio in dB, which should be 12

or higher for a good connection.
● UL-FER - Short-term UL transport block error rate ("frame error rate"), before counting

effects of HARQ retries.
● UL-HFER - Long-term UL transport block error rate, including effects of HARQ

retransmission and recovery.
● UL-eff - UL PHY efficiency in bits per resource element x100.
● 64QAM - True if 64-QAM is enabled for UL.
● ULbytes - Total number of bytes transferred on UL at the MAC layer, including padding

bytes.
● DL-eff - DL PHY efficiency in bits per resource element x100.
● 256QAM - True if 256-QAM is enabled for DL.
● DLbytes - Total number of DL bytes transferred in the MAC layer on this connection.
● DL-NACK - Short-term average HARQ NACK rate for DL. An estimate of DL frame error

rate at the UE.
● UC-RSSI - PUCCH RSSI in dB, on the same scale as PUSCH. PUCCH is normally 6 to

20 dB lower than PUSCH.
● UC-SNR - PUCCH post-despread signal to noise ratio in dB, which should be 6 or higher

for a good connection.
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● UC-miss - Fraction of time when PUCCH expected to receive HARQ ACK/NACK or CSI
but could not decode anything.

● Shows reliability of PUCCH, with zero being ideal.
● CQI - Fraction of time that CQI was received correctly on PUCCH.
● Age - Age of the connection in seconds.
● Idle - Idle time of the connection in seconds.
● RSRP - DL RSSI of reference signals at the UE, in dBm. See Wikipedia RSRP. For a

Lab Kit, -70 to -90 is normal, less than < -90 is weak.
● RSRQ - DL channel quality at the UE. 0 is perfect, -1 .. -3 is good, less than -5 is poor.

This number is a good predictor of DL throughput for this UE.
● UL-BSR - Estimated number of bytes waiting for UL transmission in the UE.
● DL-BSR - Number of bytes waiting for DL transmission in the eNodeB.

Example:

RNTI    AVGRSSI CURRSSI UL-SNR  UL-FER  UL-HFER UL-eff  64QAM   ULbytes DL-eff  256QAM
DLbytes DL-NACK UC-RSSI UC-SNR  UC-miss CQI     Age     Idle    RSRP    RSRQ    UL-BSR
DL-BSR

62      -2      -13     11      7%      2%      44      false   466k    391     false
12M     0%      -18     44      2%      50%     14      0       -70     -3      0
447k

61      -2      3       10      12%     1%      16      false   933     16      false

1454    0%      -18     12      0%      50%     15      0 -83     -5      0

21k

Rmanager commands specific to mbts (GSM mode)

The mbts module contains the PHY and LAPDm layers of the GSM BTS. The section describes
commands specific to that module.

alarms

This command lists the latest alarms.

audit

This command goes through the current configuration and reports the issues discovered. The
command provides the following diagnosis information:

● ERROR: referring to keys with invalid values
● WARNING: referring to key values that are different from the factory radio calibration

values
● WARNING: referring to interacting values that might lead to errors
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● WARNING: referring to site values that are still default
● INFO: referring to non-default values

cellid

This command displays the following identity parameters:

● MCC: Mobile Country Code, formed from three digits
● MNC: Mobile Network Code, formed from two or three digits
● LAC: Location Area Code, containing 16 bits, any from 0 to 65520 being valid values

(note that values 0xFFxx are reserved)
● CI: Cell Identity, containing 16 bits, any from 0 to 65535 being valid values

> mbts cellid
MCC=001 MNC=01 LAC=1126 CI=1126

chans

This command displays the physical channel status for active dedicated channels from the
channel table. The generated values are the following:

● TN: The Timeslot Number
● chan type: The type of the dedicated channel
● transaction ID: The key for the corresponding entry in the transaction table that is

currently using the channel
● RSSI dB: The uplink RSSI at the basestation with a value expressed in dB according to

the full scale
● UPFER pct: The uplink frame erasure rate expressed as a percentage
● TXPWR dBm The current transmitter power from the mobile station, expressed in dBm
● TXTA sym: The timing advance in symbol periods
● DNLEV dBM: The downlink RSSI with a value expressed in dBm, measured by the

mobile station
● DNBER pct: The downlink bit error rate expressed as percentage

You can see an output example below:

CN TN chan      transaction active recyc UPFER RSSI TXPWR TXTA DNLEV DNBER Neighbor Neighbor
CN TN type      id                       pct    dB   dBm  sym   dBm   pct    ARFCN    dBm

config <parameter> <value>

This command displays and modifies parameters in the configuration table. It is highly useful
when operating the mbts interface and is typically used to create, check or modify a value in the
configuration table.
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To view the configurations, use the command without a value argument and it will list all
matching parameters. Use the command with no arguments at all, and it will list all configuration
parameters. See Annex C for a list.

To change the configuration for any of the values:

● To have a description of the key and a list of valid values , use the command with key
you want to change : mbts config <key>

● To change the value, use the command: mbts config <key> <value>

Below is an example to change the minimum output attenuation from 15 dB to 10 dB:

> mbts config GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 15
- description:      Minimum transmitter attenuation level, in dB wrt full
scale on the D/A output.  This sets the maximum power output level in the
output power control loop.
- units:            dB
- type:             value range
- default value:    0
- visibility level: customer tune - should only be changed to tune an
installation to better suit the physical environment or MS usage pattern
- static:           0
- valid values:     from 0 to 80

> mbts config GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 10
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB changed from "15" to "10"

crashme

This command turns off and restarts the MBTS without actually turning off Yate.

devconfig

This command allows the configuration of certain parameters that are not commonly meant to
be modified in a normal environment. However, when necessary, the devconfig command
displays these parameters and allows them to be changed. Among them are the Control,
GGSN, GPRS, GSM, SGSN, Log or TRX related parameters.

To view the configurations, use the command without arguments : mbts devconfig

See Annex D for a complete list.

To change the configuration for any of the values:
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● To have a description of the key and a list of valid values , use the command with key
you want to change : mbts devconfig <key>

● To change the value, use the command: mbts devconfig <key> <value>

Below is an example to change Transmit Attenuation Offset from 46 to 45:

> mbts devconfig TRX.TxAttenOffset
TRX.TxAttenOffset 46
- description:      Hardware-specific gain adjustment for transmitter, matched
to the power amplifier, expessed as an attenuationi in dB.  Set at the factory.
Do not adjust without proper calibration.
- units:            dB of attenuation
- type:             value range
- default value:    0
- visibility level: factory - set once at the factory, should never be changed
- static:           1
- valid values:     from 0 to 100

yate-sdr@ybts-officess> mbts devconfig TRX.TxAttenOffset 45
TRX.TxAttenOffset is static; change takes effect on restart
TRX.TxAttenOffset changed from "46" to "45"

freqcorr

This command identifies the radio frequency offset and allows it to be modified.

To view the current value:

> mbts freqcorr
current freq. offset is 142

To change the value:

> mbts freqcorr 143
2020-07-08_10:41:37.321799 <bladerf/5:NOTE> Frequency calibration is stopping
(changed by command) [0x7fbf700012c0]
current freq. offset is 142
new freq. offset is 143

gprs

This command enables access to a series of subcommands that control the GPRS radio mode.
The syntax is the following mbts gprs <subcommand> <options…>.
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list

The command is used for listing details about mobile stations, allocated temporary block flows
and GPRS channels that are active for GPRS.

mbts gprs list [ms|tbf|ch] [-v] [-x] [-c] [id]

MS parameters

Each mobile station has an allocated debug ID, which will be printed as MS#x where x is a
number.

A parameter printed in format (val min= max= avg= N=) details the current value, minimum
encountered value, maximum encountered value, the average of the value and the number of
values measured and entered into the average.

The parameters associated with one mobile stations are:

● TLLI : a comma separated list of TLLIs allocated to this MS. The first one is the ‘in use’
TLLI at the moment, the second, if present, is the old TLLI (used until a new one was
allocated by our node).

● rrmode : mode of the RR connection for this MS. It can be PacketIdle (when no TBFs are
active – no data transmission) or PacketTransfer (when there are active TBFs
transmitting data).

● Bytes : number of bytes transferred in both directions (uplink/downlink). This refers to
bytes pertaining to RLC data blocks.

● Utilization : total number of blocks sent and received on all channels (uplink & downlink),
decayed by 1/2 every 24 blocks.

● GMM Context – Layer 3 parameters

○ imsi : Subscriber identity.
○ ptmsi : Allocated P-TMSI for this subscriber.
○ tlli : TLLI associated with MS at Layer 3.
○ imei : Mobile equipment identity/
○ state : Layer 3 state. Values can be:

■ GmmDeregistered (MS is not GPRS attached – as in not registered to
SGSN)

■ GmmRegistrationPending (MS is in the process of attaching to GPRS
services)

■ GmmRegisteredNormal(MS is GPRS attached)
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■ GmmRegisteredSuspended (GPRS services are suspended due to CS
services).

○ age : Time in seconds since the MS attached to GPRS services (GPRS Attach
procedure was completed).

○ idle : Time in seconds since there was any kind of activity of the MS at GPRS L3
layer.

○ ConnId : YBTS connection ID assigned to this MS.
○ IPs : Allocated IPs to this MS. Only appears when the MS has an active PDP

context.

● Signal Quality parameters

○ TA : Last Timing Advance value ordered to the MS. Range is 0..63.
○ TE : The timing error of the bursts received from the MS.
○ RSSI : Received Signal Strength Indicator for the the bursts received from this

MS. It details the last value received, the minimum, maximum and average value
as well at the number of values received (practically the number of burst received
for this MS). It is in dB, and maximum value was observed to be 1dB. Power
control will try to keep this negative in order to not saturate the receiver.

○ CV : C value as reported by the MS in
PacketResourceRequest/PacketDownlinkAckNack messages.

○ ILev – I_LEVEL values reported by MS in
PacketResourceRequest/PacketDownlinkAckNack messages. I_LEVELs are
reported for each timeslot, but mbts gathers them all in a single statistic.

○ RXQual: Averaged received signal quality at MS, as reported in
PacketDownlinkAckNack messages, please refer to RxQual.

○ SigVar : Averaged received signal variance parameter SIGN_VAR calculated by
the MS (see 45.008, section 10.2.3.1.2) and provided in
PacketResourceRequest/PacketDownlinkAckNack messages. Range is 0..63
and is mapped according to the rule 0.25 * SigVar(dB^2) < signal variance < 0.25
* (Sigvar + 1)(dB^2).

○ ChCoding : Channel coding scheme used for GPRS transmission. Range is 0..3,
with 0 corresponding to CS-1 and 3 to CS-4. mbts supports only CS-1 and CS-4.
CS-1 is always used for control messages. Data is transmitted using CS-1 or
CS-4 according to configuration and RSSI.

○ RXLev : Averaged BTS signal level at the MS (see TS 45.008, section 8.1.4) and
reported in PacketMeasurementReport messages. Range is -111..-48dBm
(actually the range is the same as CV and calculated the same, only that the
value is displayed already mapped).

○ mLastAlpha : Last Alpha parameter given to the MS in a downlink message (see
45.008, section 10.2.1 and Annex B). Alpha is parameter involved in the
calculation of the MS output power for weighing the BTS output power. It is
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involved in the power control procedures. Range is 0..10. Please refer to Power
Control Loop.

○ mLastGamma : Last GammaCh parameter given to the MS in a downlink
message (see 45.008, section 10.2.1 and Annex B). Gamma is parameter
involved in the calculation of the MS output power. It is involved in the power
control procedures. 0…31 corresponding to 0…62dB, in 2dBm steps. Please
refer to Power Control Loop.

○ mGamma : Next GammaCh parameter to be given to the MS in a downlink
message (see 45.008, section 10.2.1 and Annex B). Gamma is parameter
involved in the calculation of the MS output power. It is involved in the power
control procedures. 0…31 corresponding to 0…62dB, in 2dBm steps. Please
refer to Power Control Loop.

● Statistic data

○ dataER : Total percentage of missed blocks both uplink and downlink from the
total of allocated blocks for the MS.

○ recent : Percentage of missed blocks in the last 20 48-block-multiframes, which is
approx one second.

○ low – if present, the biggest percentage of missed blocks in one of the 20
48-block-multiframes.

○ tbfER: : Percentage of TBFs terminated with error of total allocated TBFs for this
MS.

○ rrbpER : Percentage of total missed RRBP reservations made for this MS.
○ recent : Percentage of missed RRBP reservations in the last 20

48-block-multiframes, which is approx one second.
○ low : If present, the biggest percentage of missed RRBP reservations in one of

the 20 48-block-multiframes.
○ ccchER : Percentage of total missed CCCH reservations made for this MS
○ recent : Percentage of missed CCCH reservations in the last 20

48-block-multiframes, which is approx one second.
○ low : If present, the biggest percentage of missed CCCH reservations in one of

the 20 48-block-multiframes.

>mbts gprs list ms
MS#1,TLLI=80010014,c0010001 rrmode=PacketIdle Bytes:692up/556down
Utilization=8.3%

GMM Context: imsi=001010000010981 ptmsi=0xc0010014 tlli=0xc0010014
imei=8610280392267378 state=GmmDeregistered age=0 idle=125 IPs=none

TA=2 TE=(0.00) RSSI=(1 min=0 max=1 avg=0.77 N=448) CV=(18 min=0 max=18
avg=16.88 N=17) ILev=(0) RXQual=(4 min=4 max=5 avg=4.33 N=3) SigVar=(0)
ChCoding=(0 min=0 max=3 avg=1.83 N=77) RXLev=(0) mLastAlpha=10 mLastGamma=31
mGamma=31

dataER:.0% (2883) recent:.0% (122) low:1.0% (42) tbfER:.7% (25)
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rrbpER:.9% (373) recent:1.0% (18) low:1.0% (5) ccchER:.5% (34)
recent:1.0% (9) low:1.0% (1)

TBF parameters

Each TBF (Temporary Block Flow) has an allocated debug ID which will be printed as TBF#x
where x is a number.

The parameters associated with one TBF are:

● TFI : Traffic flow identifier for this TBF.
● TBF_TLLI : TLLI associated with this TBF.
● mtMS : MS associated with this TBF. It prints the MS TLLIs and can be crosschecked

with the TBF one.
● mtDir : Indication if it’s a downlink or uplink TBF.
● channels : Channel allocations for the MS associated with this MS.

○ down : Downlink allocations in ARFCN:Timeslot pairs.
○ up : Uplink allocations in ARFCN:Timeslot:USF triplets.

● mtState : State of the TBF: waiting to establish the TBF, data transmit, TBF release.
● mtAttached : Whether or not the TBF has allocated radio resources.
● mtTFI : Traffic flow identifier for this TBF.
● mtTlli : TLLI associated with this TBF.
● size : Number of layer 3 PDUs awaiting transmission.

> mbts gprs list tbf
TBF#33 TFI=1 TBF_TLLI=0x80010014 mtMS= MS#1,TLLI=80010014,c0010001
mtDir=RLCDir::Down

channels: down=( 0:1 0:2 0:3) up=( 0:2,usf=0 0:3,usf=0)
mtState==TBFState::Dead mtAttached=1 mtTFI=1 mtTlli=0x80010014 size=0

Channel parameters

For each channel used for GPRS there will be an entry like this: PDCH ARFCN=144 TN=3
FER=23%

where:

● PDCH : Refers to the type of the channel.
● ARFCN : Represents the channel’s frequency.
● TN : Refers to the timeslot number of the channel.
● FER : Represents the Frame Error Rate. This indicates the rate of bad received frames

on the channel with a decay time of 20 frames.

> mbts gprs list chans
PDCH ARFCN=882 TN=1 FER=100%
PDCH ARFCN=882 TN=2 FER=.8%
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PDCH ARFCN=882 TN=3 FER=43%

gprs list subcommands

It lists active objects of a specified type. When the [id] is specified it refers to an id number of a
mobile station or a temporary block flow (TBF).

The listing can:

● [-v] : be verbose
● [-x] : include expired rather than active entities
● [-c] : include MS capabilities

stat

Shows GPRS statistics (number of channels, allocated TBF, mobile stations etc.)

> mbts gprs stat
GSM FN=1942179 GPRS BSN=448197
Current number of PDCH=3 MS=1 TBF=1
Total number of PDCH=3 MS=2 TBF=669 RACH=194
Downlink utilization=0
ServiceLoopTime=(0)

free

Deletes parameters from one entity

mbts gprs free ms|tbf|ch id

Where:

● ms : The allocated debug ID, which will be printed as MS#x where x is a number.
● tbf: The allocated debug ID for Temporary Block Flow.
● ch: The channel used for GPRS

> mbts gprs free ms 2
Deleting  MS#2,TLLI=c0010002,80010001

freex

Deletes expired mobile stations and TBF structs.

> mbts gprs freex

debug

Sets debug level. level 0 turns off.
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> mbts gprs debug 8
GPRSDebug=0x8

start

Starts GPRS and can optionally start it in a single-step-mode.

> mbts gprs start
gprs service thread already running.
allocated channel for gprs: PDCH#882:2

To start it in a single step mode:

> mbts gprs start step
gprs service thread already running.
allocated channel for gprs: PDCH#882:2

step

Performs single step in the MAC service loop and requires a start step.

> mbts gprs step

rach

Simulates a RACH that starts the GPRS service.

Below is part of the output:

> mbts gprs rach
2020-07-09_09:21:55.376099 <gsmtrx:NOTE> ARFCN[0]: Missing SYNC burst at
2719648 339956/0 T2=6 T3=41 [0x7f98b00131e0]
MBTS ready
2020-07-09_09:22:02.195563 <ybts:NOTE> State changed Running -> RadioUp

testbsn

Tests bsn<->frame number functions.

> mbts gprs testbsn
fn=0 bsn=0 fn2=0
fn=1 bsn=0 fn2=0
fn=2 bsn=0 fn2=0
fn=3 bsn=0 fn2=0
fn=4 bsn=1 fn2=4
...etc...
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mem

Acts as a memory leak detector and prints the numbers of structs in use.

> mbts gprs mem
Structs current total:

unknown 0 0
RLCMessage 0 7248
RLCMsgPacketDownlinkDummyControlBlock 0 7248
...etc..

help

This command lists all the mbts commands available. help followed by the name of a particular
command gives more details about its role and functions.

> mbts help

Type "help" followed by the command name for help on that command.

alarms          audit           cellid
chans           config          crashme
devconfig       freqcorr        gprs
help            load            noise
notices         page            power
radio           rawconfig       regperiod
reload          rmconfig        rxgain
sgsn            shutdown        stats
sysinfo         trxfactory      txatten
unconfig        uptime          version

> mbts help chans
chans -- report PHY status for active channels

load

This command lists the current basestation load of active channels and queue lengths.

It will generate the following results:

● SDCCH load – the number of active SDCCHs from the total available
● TCH/F load – the number of TCH/Fs from the total available
● AGCH/PCH load – the number of queued messages waiting to be transmitted on the

AGCH or PCH
● Paging table sizes – the number of mobile stations being paged
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● Transactions/TMSIs – the number of active transactions in the basestation and the size
of the TMSI Table

● T3122 – the value of the T3122 hold-off timer expressed in seconds
● current PDCHs – active GPRS channels
● utilization % – the GPRS channel utilization

> mbts load
== GSM ==
SDCCH load: 0/4
TCH/F load: 0/4
AGCH/PCH load: 0,0
Paging table size: 0
T3122: 2000 ms (target 5000 ms)
== GPRS ==
current PDCHs: 3

noise

This command generates the current level of receive noise in the RSSI dB as seen in the
example below:

> mbts noise
noise RSSI is -51 dB wrt full scale
MS RSSI target is -30 dB wrt full scale
MS GPRS target is -25 dB wrt full scale

notices

This command prints the legal and copyright notices associated to the version of the installed
YateBTS, as seen below:

> mbts notices

Yate-BTS MBTS Component
Copyright 2008, 2009, 2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright 2010 Kestrel Signal Processing, Inc.
Copyright 2011, 2012, 2013 Range Networks, Inc.
Copyright 2013, 2014 Null Team Impex SRL
Copyright 2014 Legba, Inc.
"OpenBTS" is a registered trademark of Range Networks, Inc.

Contributors:
SC Null Team Impex SRL:
Paul Chitescu

Legba, Inc.
David Burgess
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Range Networks, Inc.:
David Burgess, Harvind Samra, Donald Kirker, Doug Brown,
Pat Thompson, Kurtis Heimerl

Kestrel Signal Processing, Inc.:
David Burgess, Harvind Samra, Raffi Sevlian, Roshan Baliga

GNU Radio:
Johnathan Corgan

Others:
Anne Kwong, Jacob Appelbaum, Joshua Lackey, Alon Levy
Alexander Chemeris, Alberto Escudero-Pascual

Incorporated L/GPL libraries and components:
libusb, LGPL 2.1, various copyright holders, www.libusb.org

Incorporated BSD/MIT-style libraries and components:
A5/1 Pedagogical Implementation, Simplified BSD License,
Copyright 1998-1999 Marc Briceno, Ian Goldberg, and David Wagner

Incorporated public domain libraries and components:
sqlite3, released to public domain 15 Sept 2001, www.sqlite.org

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY.

Use of this software may be subject to other legal restrictions,
including patent licensing and radio spectrum licensing.
All users of this software are expected to comply with applicable
regulations and laws.  See the LEGAL file in the source code for
more information.

Release 6.1.1 formal build date May 15 2020 rev

power

This command allows viewing the downlink power parameters.

>mbts power
current downlink power -15 dB wrt full scale
current attenuation bounds 15 to 15 dB

rawconfig

This command is similar to the config command, but has more features than the latter. It can be
used to define and modify custom key-value pairs in the configuration table. Additionally, it
allows experimental values to be added for existing configuration keys. The rawconfig command
is typically used to set custom log levels for system components in troubleshooting cases. The
full list of parameters can be found in Annex E.
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regperiod

This command prints or sets the registration timer GSM T3212 and SIP registration period.
To see the value:

> mbts regperiod
T3212 is 24 minutes

Note: The [GSM] stands for the value of GSM T3212 expressed in minutes and [SIP] is the
value of the SIP registration period is also expressed in minutes.  The [SIP] value has to be a
factor of 6 and needs to be smaller than the value of the [GSM]. If it is set to \0", the periodic
registration is disabled.

To change these two parameters, use the syntax mbts regperiod [GSM] [SIP]

> mbts regperiod 27 6

yate-sdr@ybts-officess> mbts regperiod
T3212 is 27 minutes

reload

This command reloads the configuration table. Some parameters can by modified with this
command, while others can be modified only after restarting the configuration. Use this
command if the parameter you wish to change accepts being reloaded. Otherwise, restart the
configuration.

> mbts reload
2020-07-09_10:22:50.898877 <mbts:NOTE> GSMConfig.cpp:82:regenerateBeacon:
regenerating system information messages, changemark 2
Configuration reloaded

rmconfig

This command followed by a key will revert the parameter to its default value. If what follows
after the command is a custom key, then the configuration parameter will be removed from the
configuration table. It has the following syntax mbts rmconfig <key>

Below is an example for reverting the GSM.Timer.T3212 to its default value:

> mbts rmconfig GSM.Timer.T3212
GSM.Timer.T3212 set back to its default value
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rxgain

This command displays or sets the receiver gain.

Using the command mbts rxgain without parameters, the command displays the current Rx
gain, expressed in dB, stored in the GSM.Radio.RxGain parameter.

> mbts rxgain
current RX gain is 0 dB

To change the value , add the value as argument for the command

> mbts rxgain 5

current RX gain is 0 dB
new RX gain is 5 dB

sgsn

This command allows access to control the SGSN/GGSN sub-commands. The syntax is the
following mbts sgsn <subcommand> <options…>. These are the subcommands:

help

This subcommand is similar to using the command without arguments and it shows the help
menu with subcommands

> mbts sgsn
sgsn sub-commands to control SGSN/GGSN sub-system.  Syntax: sgsn subcommand
<options...>
subcommands are:

list  [(imsi|tlli) id]  # list all or specified MS
free (imsi|tlli) id     # Delete something
help                  # print this help

list

list the imsi & tlli id which displays a list of current GPRS sessions tracked by the SGSN.

> mbts sgsn list
GMM Context: imsi=001010000010981 ptmsi=0x8d001 tlli=0xc008d001
state=GmmRegisteredNormal age=213 idle=1 MS#1,TLLI=c008d001,80010002
IPs=192.168.99.1

free

This command disconnects the gprs based on the selected imsi or tlli id.
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> mbts sgsn free imsi 001010000010981

sysinfo

This command displays the current system information messages.

> mbts sysinfo

RR System Information Type 1 cellChannelDescription=()
RACHControlParameters=(maxRetrans=1 txInteger=14 cellBarAccess=0 RE=1 AC=0x400)

RR System Information Type 2 BCCHFrequencyList=(EXT-IND=0 BA-IND=0  ARFCNs=(882
)) NCCPermitted=(0x1) RACHControlParameters=(maxRetrans=1 txInteger=14
cellBarAccess=0 RE=1 AC=0x400)

RR System Information Type 2quater  SI2quaterRO=( EARFCN=0 E-UTRAN_PRIORITY=6
THRESH_E-UTRAN_HIGH=9 THRESH_E-UTRAN_LOW=9 E-UTRAN_QRXLEVMIN=0)

RR System Information Type 3 LAI=(MCC=001 MNC=01 LAC=0x466) CI=1126
controlChannelDescription=(ATT=1 BS_AG_BLKS_RES=2 CCCH_CONF=1 BS_PA_MFRMS=0
T3212=4) cellOptions=(PWRC=0 DTX=2 RADIO_LINK_TIMEOUT=15)
cellSelectionParameters=(CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS=3 MS-TXPWR-MAX-CCH=0 ACS=0
NECI=1 RXLEV-ACCESS-MIN=0) RACHControlParameters=(maxRetrans=1 txInteger=14
cellBarAccess=0 RE=1 AC=0x400) SI3RO=( RA_COLOUR=0)

RR System Information Type 4 LAI=(MCC=001 MNC=01 LAC=0x466)
cellSelectionParameters=(CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS=3 MS-TXPWR-MAX-CCH=0 ACS=0
NECI=1 RXLEV-ACCESS-MIN=0) RACHControlParameters=(maxRetrans=1 txInteger=14
cellBarAccess=0 RE=1 AC=0x400)GPRS enabled; RA_COLOUR=(0)

RR System Information Type 5 BCCHFrequencyList=(EXT-IND=0 BA-IND=0  ARFCNs=(882
))
RR System Information Type 6 CI=1126 LAI=(MCC=001 MNC=01 LAC=0x466)
cellOptions=(PWRC=0 DTX=2 RADIO_LINK_TIMEOUT=15) NCCPermitted=(0x1)

txatten

This command displays the transmitter attenuation, expressed in dB, when used without
parameters.

> mbts txatten
current TX attenuation is 46 dB

When used with parameters, the command will set the attenuation to the corresponding value.

> mbts txatten 50
current TX attenuation is 46 dB
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new TX attenuation is 50 dB

uptime
This command displays the basestation uptime and the frame number.

> mbts uptime
Unix time 1594296267, Thu Jul  9 08:04:27 2020
uptime 32 minutes, frame 0:415464

version

This command prints the information about the version of the installed YateBTS.

> mbts version
release 6.1.1 built May 15 2020 rev

Rmanager commands specific to nipc (GSM NiPC mode)

The below commands are only for NiPC working mode.

list

The “list” command prints list of various resources in the NiPC module.

registered

Show a list of the current registered subscribers.

> nipc list registered
IMSI            MSISDN          REGISTERED                 EXPIRES
--------------- ------------- -------------------------  --------------------------
001010000010981 | +88220981 | 09/07/2020 08:02:18GMT--4 | 19/07/2020 08:02:18GMT--4

sms

List of pending SMS

> nipc list sms
FROM_IMSI        FROM_MSISDN        TO_IMSI        TO_MSISDN
--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
001010000010981 | +88220981 | 001010000010981 | 88220981
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rejected

Displays rejected IMSIs since the last Yate restart.

> nipc list rejected
IMSI            No attempts register
--------------- ---------------
001010000010980 | 4

accepted

Displays the subscribers seen and accepted by the BTS in the interval specified by TMSI expire.

> nipc list accepted
IMSI            MSISDN
--------------- -------------
001010000010981 | +88220981

reload

Reloads nipc configurations.

> nipc reload
Finished updating subscribers and configurations.
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Capturing Protocols with Wireshark

What is Wireshark?

Wireshark is a widely used protocol decoder. It supports many protocols, including those used in
the LTE and GSM air interfaces. For more information, see https://www.wireshark.org.

The yateenb “capture” Feature (LTE mode)

In the ENB working mode, the rmanager command “enb capture start” causes the ENB to dump
a PCAP trace of UE signaling to a designated UDP address and port. The most common
invocation of the command is like this:

> enb capture start mac 23232
OK
enb capture started

This command starts a PCAP dump from the MAC layer to localhost UDP port 23232. You can
verify that with the “enb capture status” command.

yate-sdr@ybts-officelk> enb capture status

mac: capture is active: destination=127.0.0.1:23232 source=127.0.0.1:23232
rlc: capture is not active
pdcp: capture is not active

Now, you can either run Wireshark locally and capture from “loopback”, or you can capture the
packets to a file with tcpdump:

[root@ybts-officelk trunk]# tcpdump -i lo not tcp -w /tmp/test.pcap
tcpdump: listening on lo, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet), capture size 262144 bytes
^C86 packets captured
180 packets received by filter
0 packets dropped by kernel
[root@ybts-officelk trunk]#

The resulting PCAP file (/tmp/test.pcap, in this case) can then be transferred to another system
for Wireshark viewing.

To reduce clutter in the logs, the LTE SIBs are normally left out of PCAP traces. IF you want the
SIBs included in the trace, you can enable that with the command “wbenb0 rrc capturesibs”.

You can stop the PCAP dumps with “enb capture stop”.
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The yatebts PCAP configuration (GSM mode)

In the GSM working mode, PCAP traces are controlled with configuration Control.GSMTAP
parameter set in the “mbts” module. The values of these parameters can be viewed and set with
the “mbts config” command.

To see the current configuration, use “mbts config GSMTAP”:

yate-sdr@ybts-officelk> mbts config TAP
Control.GSMTAP.GPRS off
Control.GSMTAP.GSM on
Control.GSMTAP.TargetIP 192.168.66.240
Control.GSMTAP.TargetPort (disabled)

To set a value, use “mbts config <param> <value>”, and the change will take effect immediately.
For example:

yate-sdr@ybts-officelk> mbts config Control.GSMTAP.GPRS on
Control.GSMTAP.GPRS changed from "off" to "on"

If the TargetIP is not set, it will default to localhost. If the TargetPort is not set, it will default to
4729.

Use with tcpdump and Wireshark are the same as in the LTE case, described previously.
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Special Test Features - ENB
This section describes special test features that are not presented in the LMI, but can be
controlled by editing the configuration file /etc/yate/sdr/enb-custom.conf.

Controlling Modulation Parameters

UL and DL MCS can be set at a fixed value to give a known QAM modulation. The number of
RBs used in each UL transmission can also be set to a fixed value to force a DUT to transmit
with a known bandwidth.

; Fix PDSCH MCS at a given level for testing.
;FixedDlMcs = 16

; Fix PUSCH MCS at a given level for testing.
;FixedUlMcs = 18

; Force UL allocations to a given size for testing.
;ForcedUlRbs = 20

Controlling Power

The feature is called "fixed UL power". It is enabled by setting

; Fixed UL power, maximum power
PuschFixedPower=true

in the configuration file.

Once set, the ENB will force every UE to maximum transmission power as long as it is
connected and active.

This power can be verified from "power headroom reports" (PHR) from the UE, which are
displayed with the ENB "uepool chans" commands and also verifiable in Wireshark traces. PHR
indicates the "headroom" between current operating power and available maximum power. If the
PHR is 0, that means that the UE has been commanded to maximum power. If PHR is negative,
that means that the UE has been commanded to go beyond its maximum power, and is
operating at maximum power already.

For example:

> wbenb0 uepool chans
RNTI    state   PHRdB   Lp dB   RSSIdB  UL-SNR  UL-FER  UL-eff ...
80      CONN    -7      65      -27     19      7%      273 ...
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The PHR of -7 dB indicates that the UE has been commanded to transmit at a level 7 dB above
its maximum available power, meaning that that actual power output is at the hardware
maximum.

PHR indicates total power, across the full BW of the UE (total dBm). Actual power spectral
density (dBm / MHz) depends on the bandwidth allocated to the UE at any given time.

The ENB also has a feature to fix the UL allocations to a specific bandwidth (need section ref).
This feature can be combined with the maximum power feature to produce transmissions with a
fixed, known power spectral density.
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Special Test Features - GSM

To be completed.
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LTE Performance Monitoring

The LTE Measurement System

"KPI-Related Measurements" vs. Actual KPIs

As per the standard, the eNodeB does not produce KPIs directly, but instead produces
measurements that can be used to compute KPIs for different sets of eNodeBs.

● 3GPP 32.425 describes the standard performance measurements made by an
eNodeB.

● 3GPP 32.450 describes the standard KPIs that are computed from the eNodeB
measurements.

The calculation of KPIs from raw measurements is normally done by a "middleware" called an
Element Manager. The Lab Kit does not include an element manager, but the KPI-related
measurements are available through telnet or JSON interfaces.

Standard and Vendor-Specific Measurements

Beyond standard measurements specified by 3GPP, vendors are also free to add their own
measurements to the eNodeB.

In the Legba implementation, vendor-specific measurements are put into the same
measurement groups with the standard measurements and follow a similar naming scheme.

In this documentation, you can tell standard measurements from vendor-specific measurements
because the descriptions of standard measurements reference the specifications that define
them.

Accessing Measurements

Locally via Telnet/Rmanager

Measurements are accessed locally via rmanager with the "enb measurements" command or
with "status enb". See Yateenb commands for details.

Remotely via JSON

Yate provides a JSON/HTTP interface for remote monitoring, which is also based on the "status
enb" command. See this page for more information.
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Time Period Covered By Measurements

The ENB measurement system is cleared with "enb measurements clear" or with the "clear"
option on the "status enb" command.

This clearing begins a new measurement period which continues until the next clearing.

When measurements are reported with "enb measurements" or "status enb", the report includes
the Unix time that the measurement period started ("LastClearTime") and the current Unix time
("CurrentTime"). These times are the last items given in the report.

Measurement Definitions

This section describes the KPI-related measurements that are available, following the same
grouping as in the 3GPP specification 32.425.

RRC connection related measurements ("RRC")

Measurements in this group track the reliability of RRC connections.

As of Dec 2017, yateenb does not implement most of the measurements in this group.

Name Description

RRC.ConnMea
n

Mean number of active RRC
connections.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.1.3.1.

RRC.ConnMax Maximum number of active RRC
connections.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.1.3.2.

E-RAB related measurements ("ERAB")

An "E-RAB" is the combination of a DRB in the ENB and the corresponding S1 bearer in the
EPC. Measurements in this group track E-RAB reliability.

Name Description
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ERAB.EstabInitAttNbr.<qci>

ERAB.EstabInitAttNbr.sum

Total number of initial E-RAB UE establishment attempts.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.1.1.

ERAB.EstabInitSuccNbr.<qci
>

ERAB.EstabInitSuccNbr.sum

Number of successful initial E-RAB UE establishment
attempts.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.1.2.

ERAB.EstabAddSuccNbr.<qc
i>

ERAB.EstabAddSuccNbr.su
m

Number of successful additional E-RAB UE establishment
attempts.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.1.5.

ERAB.SessionTimeUE Total UE session time in seconds.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.4.1.

ERAB.SessionTimeQCI.<qci
>

ERAB.SessionTimeQCI.sum

E-RAB session times in seconds.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.4.2.

ERAB.UsageNbrMean.<qci>

ERAB.UsageNbrMean.sum

Average number of active E-RABs.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.2.5.1.

ERAB.UsageNbrMax.<qci>

ERAB.UsageNbrMax.sum

Maximum number of active E-RABs.

See 3GPP 32.425. Section 4.2.5.2.

Handover related measurements ("HO")

As of Dec 2017, yateenb does not support handover and does not produce measurements in
this group.

Cell level radio bearer QoS related measurements ("DRB")

This group measures performance in the RLC and PDCP layers.

Many parameters in this group are tracked per-QCI.

Name Description
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DRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl.<qci>

DRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl.sum

DRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl.max

DL bit rate in kbit/sec.

See 3GPP Section 4.4.1.1.

DRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl.<qci>

DRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl.sum

DRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl.max

UL bit rate in kbit/sec.

See 3GPP Section 4.4.1.2.

DRB.PdcpSduDelayDl.<qci>

DRB.PdcpSduDelay.sum

Delay on DL from PDCP to transmission in ms.

See 3GPP Section 4.4.3.1.

DRB.PdcpSduDropRateDl.<qci
>

DRB.PdcpSduDropRateDl.sum

See 3GPP Section 4.4.3.2.

DRB.PdcpSduAirLossRateDl.<
qci>

DRB.PdcpSduAirLossRateDl.s
um

See 3GPP Section 4.4.4.1.

DRB.PdcpSduLossRateUl.<qci
>

DRB.PdcpSduLossRateUl.sum

UL packet loss rate in percent x100.

See 3GPP Section 4.4.4.2.

DRB.IPLatDl.<qci> See 3GPP Section 4.4.5.1.

DRB.IPThpDl.<qci>

DRB.IPThpDl.sum

See 3GPP Section 4.4.6.1.

The sum is a vendor-specific addition.

DRB.IPThpUl.<qci>

DRB.IPThpUl.sum

See 3GPP Section 4.4.6.2.

The sum is a vendor-specific addition.

DRB.UEActiveDl.sum

DRB.UEActiveUl.sum

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.4.2.
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DRB.RlcDlStatusPdus

DRB.RlcDlPdus.AM

DRB.RlcDlPdus.UM

DRB.RlcDlPdus.TM

DRB.RlcDlPdus.sum

Number of RLC PDUs sent on DL.

DRB.RlcDlStatusBytes

DRB.RlcDlBytes.AM

DRB.RlcDlBytes.UM

DRB.RlcDlBytes.TM

DRB.RlcDlBytes.sum

Number of bytes sent on RLC in DL.

DRB.RlcDlSdus Number of DL SDUs and DL SDU bytes consumed by RLC
from PDCP.

DRB.RlcDlRtx

DRB.RlcDlRtxBytes

Number of DL PDUs and DL PDU bytes retransmitted by
RLC.

DRB.RlcUlSdus

DRB.RlcUlSduBytes

Number of SDUs and SDU bytes produced by UL RLC into
PDCP.

DRB.RlcUlPdus

DRB.RlcUlPduBytes

Number of PDUs and number of bytes received in UL by
RLC, not counting rejected PDUs.

DRB.RlcUlNacks Number of UL RLC PDUs for which RLC generated a
NACK.

DRB.RlcUlRtxBytes Number of bytes retransmitted in UL by RLC.

DRB.RlcUlPdusRejected

DRB.RlcUlPdusRejectedBtes

Number of UL PDUs received and rejected by RLC and the
number of bytes in those rejected PDUs.

These are usually RLC PDUs with duplicated sequence
numbers.
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DRB.PdcpDlSdus

DRB.PdcpDlSduBytes

Number of DL PDCP PDUs and the number of bytes in
those PDUs, delivered from PDCP to RLC in DL.

DRB.PdcpDlSdusDropped

DRB.PdcpDlSduBytesDropped

Number of DL PDCP SDUs that were dropped and the
number of bytes in those SDUs.

These are usually dropped due to excessive delay in the
DL.

DRB.PdcpUlSdus

DRB.PdcpUlSduBytes

Number of UL PDCP PDUs and the number of bytes in
those PDUs, delivered from RLC to PDCP in UL.

DRB.PdcpUlSdusDropped Number of UL PDCP SDUs that were dropped in the UE.

These are usually dropped due to excessive delay in the
UL.

Radio resource utilization related measurements ("RRU" and "TB")

"RRU" Group

Name Description

RRU.PrbTotDl Total PRBs scheduled by the MAC in DL.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.3.

RRU.PrbTotUl Total PRBs scheduled by the MAC in UL.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.4.

RRU.RachPreambleAMean Total number of PRACH preambles from set "A".

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.5.1.

RRU.RachAccessDelay.Bin<index>

RRU.RachAccessDelayAvg

PRACH delays in TAC units.

One TAC unit is 0.52 microseconds.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.5.3.
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RRU.RachDedicatedPreamblesAssi
gned

Percentage of PRACH subframes (x100) when all
available PRACH preambles are in use.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.5.6.

RRU.PrbCongestionDl Percentage of subframes (x100) when all DL PRBs
are allocated. See 3Gpp 32.425 4.5.9.1.

RRU.PrbCongestionUl Percentage of subframes (x100) when all UL PRBs
are allocated. See 3Gpp 32.425 4.5.9.2.

RRU.RachRx Total number of PRACH events detected.

RRU.RachMsg3Rx Total number of msg3 events detected.

RRU.PdcchCongestion Percentage of subframes (x100) where DCIs were
dropped due to congestion in PDCCH.

RRU.PucchSnr PUCCH SNR in dB.

RRU.PucchRssi PUCCH RSSI in dB relative to receiver saturation.

RRU.PuschSnr PUSCH SNR in dB.

RRU.PuschRssi PUSCH RSSI in dB relative to receiver saturation.

RRU.UlMcs.<mcs>

RRU.UlMcsAvg

MCS values used in UL.

RRU.DlMcs.<mcs>

RRU.DlMcsAvg

MCS values used in DL.

"TB" Group

Uplink sideː

Name Description

TB.TotNbrUl Total number of TBs received, not including HARQ RTX.
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TB.TotNbrUlBytes See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.7.3.

"Bytes" count is a vendor-specific addition.

TB.ErrNbrUl

TB.ErrNbrUlBytes

Total number of TBs failing CRC check, not including HARQ RTX.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.7.4.

"Bytes" count is a vendor-specific addition.

TB.TotNbrUlSched

TB.TotNbrUlSchedByte
s

Total number of TBs scheduled in UL and total bytes carried in those
TBs, including HARQ RTX and decoding failures.

TB.PuschUlFer Average TB decode failure rate on PUSCH, including HARQ RTX.

TB.HarqUlRtx

TB.HarqUlRtxBytes

Total number of TB used for HARQ RTX and bytes carried.

TB.MacUlMces Total number of MAC Control Elements received in UL.

TB.MacUlPdus

TB.MacUlPduBytes

Total number of MAC UL PDUs received and total bytes carried.

TB.MacUlSdus

TB.MacUlSduBytes

Total number of MAC UL SDUs (RLC PDUs) received and total
bytes carried.

TB.UlEmptyBsr Count of UL "long" BSRs reporting zero bytes.

TB.PhyTotalUlBytes Total number of bytes received from PHY, including MAC MCEs,
padding, and HARQ RTX.

TB.DroppedNbrUl Count of UL TBs that were scheduled but not decoded due to late
processing.

Downlink sideː

Name Description
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TB.TotNbrDl

TB.TotNbrDlBytes

Total number of TBs sent on DL, not counting HARQ RTX.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.5.7.2.

Bytes count is vendor-specific addition.

TB.UnansweredDlHar
q

Total number of DL TBs for which no HARQ feedback was received.

TB.PucchNackConf HARQ feedback confidence, the percent (x100) of PDSCH TBs where
the ENB received HARQ feedback.

TB.ErrNbrDl Total number of DL TBs for which UE reported HARQ NACK, not
including HARQ RTX.

TB.AllNacksDl

TB.AllAcksDl

Total counts of HARQ ACKs and NACKs for TBs sent on PDSCH.

TB.HarqDlRtx

TB.HarqDlRtxBytes

Total count of DL HARQ RTX TBs and the bytes carried in those TBs.

TB.MacDlMces Total count of MAC MCEs sent on DL.

TB.MacDlPdus

TB.MacDlPduBytes

Total number of MAC PDUs (TBs) scheduled on DL PDSCH and the
bytes carried in those PDUs.

TB.MacDlSdus

TB.MacDlSduBytes

Total number of MAC SDUs (RLC PDUs) scheduled on DL PDSCH
and the bytes carried in those PDUs.

TB.PhyTotalDlBytes Total number of bytes sent on PDSCH, including MAC MCEs and
HARQ RTX.

TB.DroppedNbrDl Count of DL TBs that were scheduled but not transmitted due to late
processing.

UE-associated logical S1-connection related measurements ("S1SIG")

Measurements in this group track the reliability of UE connections in S1AP.
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Name Description

S1SIG.ConnEstabAtt Number of S1AP connection
attempts.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.6.1.1.

S1SIG.ConnEstabSu
cc

Number of successful S1AP
connections.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.6.1.2.

Paging related measurements ("PAG")

Measurements in this group track the reliability of paging operations.

Name Description

PAG.ReceivedNb
r

Number of paging messages received by the eNodeB.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.7.1.1.

PAG.DiscardedN
br

Number of paging messages dropped without transmission by the
eNodeB.

See 3GPP 32.425 Section 4.7.1.2.

Measurements related to equipment resources ("EQPT")

Measurements in this group track the health and status of hardware.

The standard measurements in this group are outside the scope of the yateenb module.

Name Description

EQPT.LateSubfram
es

Number of subframes dropped due to heavy CPU
loading.

Common LAs of overlapping RAT's coverage ("RRC")

As of 21 Dec 2017, yateenb does not produce measurements in this group.
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RF Measurements ("CARR")

Measurements in this group track radio channel quality.

Name Description

CARR.WBCQIDist.Bin<cqi> Number of times each CQI was received.

See 32.425 Section 4.10.1.1.

CARR.TADist.Bin<tac> Number of times each timing advance value was used.

Values are in TAC units, 0.52 microseconds per unit.

See 32.425 Section 4.10.2.

CARR.DlCapacity Average DL capacity in bits/element.

CARR.UlCapacity Average UL capacity in bits/element.

Rmanager Access

Performance Reports in Real Time

The rmanager command “wbenb0 measurements report” produces an immediate report of
layer-by-layer performance inside the ENB, based on the values stored in the measurement
system, since the last time the measurements were cleared.

The rmanager command “wbenb0 measurements clear” clears the measurements, starting a
new baseline.

Here is an example report:

> wbenb0 measurements report

Rates are in kbits/sec
In/out counts are in kBytes.

DL Performance Report:
baseline=8 seconds
PDCP:  in=3640 rate=3639.94 util=0.381482 loss=0.183966 delay=329ms
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RLC:  in=3169 rate=3168.69 util=0.332093 rtx/total=0.168558 nacks/pdus=0.16266
MAC:  in=3714 rate=3714.3 util=0.389275 rbUtil=0.47 pdcchCongest=0
drop=0.00229734 meanTbs=10055 meanBsr=69253
HARQ:  in=3740 rate=3740.14 util=0.391984 rtx=0.174176 nack=0.0429815
renack=0.00897571 conf=0.8 fbRate=0.515234
PHY:  in=4529 rate=4528.98 util=0.474658 avail=9541.58 eff=3.42107
eleOverhead=0.32

UL Performance Report:
baseline=8 seconds
PDCP:  out=143 rate=142.973 util=0.0327694 loss=0.00907853
RLC:  out=147 rate=147.236 util=0.0337466 nack=0.0608108 rtx=0.242911
rej=0.0615622
MAC:  out=164 rate=163.817 util=0.037547 overhead=0.340106 rbUtil=0.07 drop=0
meanTbs=1853 meanBsr=95 delay=4.53058ms
HARQ:  out=248 rate=248.248 util=0.0568985 rtx=0.197696 fer=0.08
PHY:  out=309 rate=309.419 util=0.0709189 avail=4363 eff=1.3036 snr=28
rbOverhead=0.184

RAR Performance Report:
baseline=8 seconds
RAR:  rachEvents=0 msg3Events=0 rate=-nan

Accessing Specific Measurements

Specific measurements are accessed with the “wbenb0 measurements pat=” command. Please
see that section.

CSV Performance Reports

The “wbenb0 measurements dump” command writes detailed performance measurements to a
file in CSV format. Please see that section.

Use with Zabbix - LTE

Zabbix is a network performance monitoring tool. For more information see
https://www.zabbix.com.

This guide will explain how to use Zabbix for monitoring Labkits/Satsite

Critical 3 triggers:

1. When S1AP link is down
2. When the application restarted
3. When the Basestation is down
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Unmet demands Showing when the network was unable to meet the demands of UEs/MSs
with an indication of the cause.

Performance report Showing the speed and the throughput of the network

Minimum Requirements

In order to have the full functionality as per this guide, you need to have:
1. Yate-enb 7825 or newer
2. Yate-common 1.7.1 or newer

Zabbix server Installation

Zabbix is an enterprise open source monitoring software, is used to monitor and track the status
of various network services, servers, and other network hardware.

There are various methods for installing the Zabbix server. In this example, we will use a Zabbix
appliance on Virtual Box.

Steps:
1. Install VirtualBox on your server
2. Download Zabbix Appliance in the ovf extension
3. From the VirtualBox -> File -> Import appliance -> browse for Zabbix appliance -> import
4. Make sure you are running the desired network setting: Settings -> Network (For our

server we are using Bridged Adapter)
5. start the Appliance and login with appliance/ zabbix
6. apply the command (ifconfig) to know Zabbix IP address
7. From any device with reachability to the Zabbix server, open the browser and enter

http://<zabbix-server-ip>/zabbix
8. You should be able to login with Admin / zabbix

Basestation configurations

We need to configure Zabbix (TM) PHP active agent for Yate based products. It uses the Zabbix
version 1 JSON to push requested data to a Zabbix server. Zabbix.php is an active agent and is
included in the yate-common rpm package.

1. Login to the Labkits/Satsite via ssh (ssh yatebts@<Basestation-IP> -p 54321) and user
the credentials yatebts/<unit serial number>

2. Open (or create, if it doesn't exist) the configurations file ( /etc/yate/sdr/extmodule.conf)
and add the following

1. [scripts]
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2. zabbix.php=server OR zabbix.php=server:port
3. for multiple servers: zabbix.php=server:port,server:port,...

3. systemctl restart yate-sdr.service

Zabbix server configurations

Step1: Add the template to monitor the basestation.

All Radio Access Network Templates can be downloaded from the Legba support server. Please
contact support@leg.ba for access.

For more details about what the templates contain and items detail, see Annex B.

● Save the template template.xml
● Open Zabbix frontend http://<zabbix-server-ip>/zabbix and login with (Admin / zabbix )
● Navigate to configurations -> Template -> Import -> select the file <file>.xml and keep

the rules to the default -> Import

● You should get a message with import successfully and you can find the template when
you search for (sdr)
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Step 2: Add the Basestation as host

● From Zabbix frontend, navigate to configuration -> hosts -> create host
● In the create host page:
● From Host tab

● set Hostname to yate-sdr-ybts-<serial number of the labkit/Satsite>
● Optionally set visible name for how you will see the host
● Create new group for basestations or use any predefined group
● Set the Labkit/Satsite IP address
● Make sure the host is enabled

Step 3: Link the host(s) to the template

● Option 1: Link each host by itself: Configuration -> Hosts -> Select the host -> Template
tab -> search for Template YateSDR and link it -> press update.

● Option 2: Link for the group of hosts: Configuration -> Templates -> select (Template
YateSDR) -> add the group of your hosts in the filed groups -> update.
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Monitoring Triggers

From Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> problems to see list of the triggers.

S1AP Link Down

● When the link is detected to be down a trigger called S1AP Disconnected will appear
with high severity

● When the link is detected to be recovered , the trigger will be marked as resolved and
auto clear the severity
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Basestation Stopped

● When the Basestation stops, Zabbix will show a trigger named Basestation Stopped with
high severity.

● when the Basestation is up again, the trigger will be auto resolved and the severity will
be cleared

Application Restarted

When Yate-sdr service restarts it will show a trigger named Yate-sdr service restarted with
average severity.

This trigger automatically clears itself after successful restart of the service and mostly doesn't
require any action from the admin.
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Monitoring Unmet Demands

The “Unmet Demands” section shows some indications that UEs are failing to connect or to use
the network resources. This graph is to give a clue of the problem and cannot be used for
troubleshooting.

From the Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> Graphs -> Select Group/ host -> Select
Basestation Unmet Demands graph from the drop down menu. The graph will show:

1. Unanswered paging: Shows the number of paging messages dropped without
transmission by the eNodeB

2. E-RAP failed attempts: Shows the number of failed attempts while establishing Random
Access Procedure.

3. low PHRdB: Low power headroom which indicates the UEs are using too much power.
4. Percentage of the difference between msg3 and prachs: The percentage of uncompleted

connection due to not answering RRC Connection Request (msg3)
5. Loss rate for uplink and downlink: Lost packets for uplink and downlink
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Note: The UL loss rate item is initially returned as a percentage (UL packet loss rate in percent
x100). In the template the item is divided by 100 for compatibility with the other items in the
graph.

Monitoring Performance reports

From the Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> Graphs -> Select Group/ host -> Select
Basestation Speed or Basestation Throughput from the drop down menu.

Speed

The speed report is represented with a graph, showing the bit rate.
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Throughput

The speed report is represented with a graph, showing uplink and downlink throughput.

Receive emails for triggers

Zabbix supports email notifications for triggers.

To configure it:
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1. Configure the email that will be used to send from: Administration -> media types ->
email

2. Create a user (if one does not already exist) from Administration -> Users -> User
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3. Add email to the user from Administration -> Users -> Media then enter the email
address that will receive the notifications

4. Create an Action to send emails upon trigger. From Configuration -> Actions
1. Action tab: Name: Create the name & Conditions: Trigger name contain (string of

the trigger you want to have notification for)
2. Operation: Add for user or group of users to get email when the trigger happen
3. Recovery: Add for user or group of users to get email when the trigger has been

recovered
4. Update operation: Add for user or group of users to get email when the trigger

has been acknowledged

Note: for Gmail users, you need to enable less secure APPs
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To confirm the email has been sent from Zabbix: Reports -> action log -> check status

GSM Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring for GSM is less advanced than for LTE, but there is a Zabbix interface.

Use with Zabbix - GSM

This guide will explain how to use Zabbix for monitoring GSM networks.

For installing Zabbix Server and basic configurations for Zabbix and the BTS , please refer to
the section on using Zabbix for LTE. The procedures are the same.

These are the reporting categories:

● Critical triggers:
○ When the application restarted
○ When the Basestation is down

● Unmet demands
○ Shows when the network was unable to meet the demands of MSs with an

indication of the cause.
● RF Measurements

○ Shows the Noise value.

Monitoring Triggers

From the Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> problems to see a list of the triggers.
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Basestation Stopped

When the Basestation stops, Zabbix will show a trigger named “Basestation Stopped” with high
severity.

When the Basestation is up again, the trigger will be auto resolved and the severity will be
cleared.

Application Restarted

When the Yate-sdr service restarts it will show a trigger named “Yate-sdr Service Restarted”
with average severity.
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This trigger automatically clears itself after successful restart of the service and mostly doesn’t
require any action from the admin.

Monitoring Unmet Demands

The “Unmet Demands” section shows some indications that MSs are failing to connect or to use
the network resources. It meant to give an idea where the problem is happening and how it is
affecting the network. This graph is to give a clue of the problem and cannot be used for
troubleshooting.

From the Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> Graphs -> Select Group/ host -> Select BTS
Unmet Demands graph from the drop down menu. The graph will show:

● RACH Success Rate
● Handover Success Rate
● Paging Success Rate
● SDCCH Assignment Success Rate
● TCH Assignment Success Rate
● Call FER
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RF Measurements

Shows the Noise value as an indication of the Rf environment.

From Zabbix frontend, navigate to Monitor -> Graphs -> Select Group/ host -> Select BTS Noise
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Annex A - Additional Measurements

This annex describes additional performance measurements in the Measurement Engine,
beyond the KPI-related measurements in the 3GPP specifications.

"DRB.PdcpDlSduBytes", // number of DL SDU bytes in PDCP
"DRB.PdcpDlSduBytesDropped", // number of DL SDU bytes dropped in PDCP
"DRB.RlcDlSduBytes", // number of DL SDU bytes in RLC
"DRB.PdcpSduDelayDl.9", // PDCP SDU delay on QCI 9
"DRB.RlcDlPduBytes.AM", // number of DL PDU bytes in AM mode RLC
"DRB.RlcDlRtxBytes", // number of DL bytes RTX'd in RLC
"DRB.RlcDlPdus.AM", // number of DL RLC PDUs
"DRB.RlcDlNacked", // number of DL RLC PDUs NACK'd
"DRB.RlcAckDelay", // avg PDSCH RLC ACK delay from the UE
"DRB.RlcDlNackDelay", // avg PDSCH RLC NACK delay from the UE
"DRB.RlcDlWindowSize", // avg PDSCH RLC window size
"DRB.RlcDlStalls", // number of subframes where RLC window stalled
"TB.TotNbrDlBytes", // total number of DL bytes scheduled and sent
"RRU.PrbTotDl", // total number of DL PRBs scheduled and used
"RRU.PdcchCongestion", // % of subframes with PDCCH congestion
"TB.TotNbrDl", // total number of DL TBs scheduled
"DRB.DlBsrBytes.9", // avg BSR on QCI 9 bearers
"TB.HarqDlNewData", // number of times new DL data submitted to HARQ
"TB.HarqDlSentBytes", // total DL bytes sent on DL HARQ
"TB.HarqDlSent", // total DL TBs sent on DL HARQ
"TB.HarqDlRtxSent", // total number of DL HARQ RTX
"TB.HarqDlNacks", // total number of PDSCH NACKs from UE
"TB.HarqDlAcks", // total number of PDSCH ACKs from UE
"TB.HarqDlFirstNacks", // "first ACKs" - ACKs to new data, not RTX
"TB.HarqDlUnansweredPassed", // number of HARQ TBs allowed to pass without waiting for ACK
"TB.HarqDlUnansweredRtx", // number of HARQ TBs that did not get ACK or NACK
"TB.HarqDlFailures", // number of TBs that hit max-RTX
"TB.HarqDlPucchChecks", // number of times PUCCH was checked for HARQ ACK/NACK
"TB.HarqDlFerAvg", // avg PDSCH HARQ NACK rate
"PHY.PdschAvgEfficiency", // avg bit/elem efficiency used on PDSCH
"CARR.WBCQICapAvg", // avg bit/elem efficiency reported in CQI from UE
"DRB.PdcpUlSduBytes", // total PDCP SDU bytes in UL
"DRB.PdcpUlSdusDropped", // total UL PDCP SDUs reported dropped by the UE
"DRB.RlcUlSduBytes", // total PUSCH RLC SDU bytes from UE
"DRB.PdcpUlSdus", // total PUSCH RLC SDUs from UE
"DRB.RlcUlPduBytes", // total PUSCH RLC PDU bytes from UE
"DRB.RlcUlPdus", // total PUSCH RLC PDUs from UE
"DRB.RlcUlNacks", // total PUSCH RLC NACKs sent to UE
"DRB.RlcUlPdusRejectedOutsideWindow", // total PUSCH RLC PDUs from UE outside NACK

window
"DRB.RlcUlPdusRejectedOther", // total PUSCH RLC PDUs from UE rejected for other reasons
"DRB.RlcUlWindowSize", // avg PUSCH RLC window size
"TB.TotNbrUlBytes", // total UL bytes received from UE
"TB.TotNbrUl", // total UL TBs received from UE
"RRU.PrbTotUl", // total UL PRBs scheduled
"TB.DroppedNbrUl", // total UL TBs dropped by ENB
"DRB.UlBsrBytes", // avg UL BSR
"TB.HarqUlNewDataBytes", // total bytes in UL HARQ new data calls
"TB.HarqUlNewData", // total TBs in UL HARQ new data calls
"TB.HarqUlRtx", // total number of UL HARQ RTX
"TB.HarqUlFailures", // number of TBs that hit max RTX in UL HARQ
"PHY.PuschTotalRx", // total number of PUSCH receive attempts
"PHY.PuschBadRx", // total number of failed PUSCH receive attempts
"PHY.PuschTotalRxBytes", // total number of bytes received on PUSCH
"PHY.PuschSnrGoodFrames", // avg SNR of good TBs on PUSCH
"PHY.PuschSnr", // avg SNR of all attempts on PUSCH
"PHY.PuschLowRssi", // % of PUSCH attempts with low RSSI
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"PHY.PuschLowSnr", // % of PUSCH attempts aborted for low SNR
"CARR.UlSnrCapAvg", // avg bits/elem theoretically available based on SNR
"PHY.PuschAvgEfficiency", // avg bits/elem actually achieved on PUSCH
"RRU.TotalSubframes", // total number of subframes in the measurement period
"RRU.SchedSkippedSubframes", // number of subframes skipped by the ENB for late processing
"TB.TotNbrUlSched", // total number of TB scheduled on PUSCH
"PHY.PuschPhrLimited", // % of UL TB grants limited by PHR
"RRU.RachRx", // number of PRACH detected
"RRU.RachMsg3Rx", // number of MSG3 received
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Annex B - Zabbix template values
This table documents the monitored items in the Zabbix template.

Item name Key Description

low PHRdB yate.enb_all.TB.UlPhrAvg Average power
headroom in dB per
resource block

Rach msg 3 yate.enb_all.RRU.RachMsg3Rx Total number of msg3
events detected.

Rach msgs yate.enb_all.RRU.RachRx Total number of
PRACH events
detected.

Yate BladeRF active interfaces yate.bladerf.ifaces Yate BladeRF active
interfaces count

Yate ENB Carrier Downlink
Capacity

yate.enb_all.CARR.DlCapacity Average DL capacity in
bits/element.

Yate ENB Carrier Uplink
Capacity

yate.enb_all.CARR.UlCapacity Average UL capacity in
bits/element.

Yate ENB
DRB.UEActiveDl.sum

yate.enb_all.DRB.UEActiveDl.sum Provides the number of
UEs that have DTCH
data queued on the
downlink.

Yate ENB
DRB.UEActiveUl.sum

yate.enb_all.DRB.UEActiveUl.sum Provides the number of
UEs that have DTCH
data queued on the
uplink.
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Yate ENB DRB IP Throughput
Downlink

yate.enb_all.DRB.IPThpDl.sum Provides IP throughput
in downlink. For an
eNodeB serving one or
more RNs, packets
transmitted between
the E-UTRAN and RNs
are excluded, i.e., only
packets

transmitted between
the eNodeB (or RN)
and UEs are counted.
The measurement is
also applicable to RN.
Yate ENB DRB IP
Throughput uplink
yate.enb_all.DRB.IPTh
pUl.sum Provides IP
throughput in uplink.
For an eNodeB serving
one or more RNs,
packets transmitted
between the E-UTRAN
and RNs are excluded,
i.e., only packets
transmitted between
the eNodeB (or RN)
and UEs are counted.
The measurement is
also applicable to RN.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP Air Loss
Downlink

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpAirLossRateDl.su
m

Yate ENB Data Radio
Bearer Packet Data
Convergence Protocol
Air Loss Rate Downlink
sum

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
bit-rate Downlink

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl.sum Provides the cell
bit-rate of PDCP SDUs
on the ownlink. This
represents the ingress
rate of user plane traffic
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to the eNodeB/RN (via
S1).

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
downlink delay

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduDelayDl.sum Delay on DL from
PDCP to transmission
in ms.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
downlink drop rate

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduDropRateDl.s
um

Provides the fraction of
IP packets (PDCP
SDUs) which are
dropped on the
downlink. Only
user-plane traffic
(DTCH) is considered.
A dropped packet is
one whose context is
removed from the

eNodeB/RN without
any part of it having
been transmitted on
the air interface.
Packets discarded
during handover are
excluded from the
count.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
maximum downlink bit-rate

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl.max Provides the maximum
cell bit-rate of PDCP
SDUs on the downlink.
This represents the
ingress rate of user
plane traffic to the
eNodeB/RN (via S1) in
kbit/sec.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
maximum uplink bit-rate

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl.max Provides the maximum
cell bit-rate of PDCP
SDUs on the uplink.
This represents the
ingress rate of user
plane traffic to the
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eNodeB/RN (via S1) in
kbit/sec.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
uplink bit-rate

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl.sum Provides the cell
bit-rate of PDCP SDUs
on the uplink. This
represents the ingress
rate of user plane traffic
to the eNodeB/RN (via
or S1) in kbit/sec.

Yate ENB DRB PDCP SDU
Uplink loss rate

yate.enb_all.DRB.PdcpSduLossRateUl.s
um

Provides the fraction of
IP packets (PDCP
SDUs) which are lost
(not successfully
received) on the uplink.
Only user-plane traffic
(DTCH) and only
PDCP SDUs that have
entered PDCP (and
given a

PDCP sequence
number) are
considered.

Yate ENB
EQPT.LateSubframes

yate.enb_all.EQPT.LateSubframes Number of subframes
dropped due to heavy
CPU loading.

Yate ENB
ERAB.EstabAddFailNbr.sum

yate.enb_all.ERAB.EstabAddFailNbr.su
m

E-RAB setup failures

Yate ENB
ERAB.SessionTimeQCI.sum

yate.enb_all.ERAB.SessionTimeQCI.su
m

Provides the
aggregated active
session time for
E-RABs in a cell.

Yate ENB
ERAB.SessionTimeUE

yate.enb_all.ERAB.SessionTimeUE Provides the
aggregated active
session time for UEs in
a cell.
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Yate ENB
ERAB.UsageNbrMax.sum

yate.enb_all.ERAB.UsageNbrMax.sum Provides the maximum
number of
simultaneous E-RABs

Yate ENB
ERAB.UsageNbrMean.sum

yate.enb_all.ERAB.UsageNbrMean.sum Provides the average
number of
simultaneous E-RABs

Yate ENB PAG.DiscardedNbr yate.enb_all.PAG.DiscardedNbr Number of paging
messages dropped
without transmission by
the eNodeB

Yate ENB PAG.ReceivedNbr yate.enb_all.PAG.ReceivedNbr Number of paging
messages received by
the eNodeB.

Yate ENB RRC.ConnMax yate.enb_all.RRC.ConnMax Maximum number of
active RRC
connections.

Yate ENB RRC.ConnMean yate.enb_all.RRC.ConnMean Mean number of active
RRC connections.

Yate ENB
RRU.PrbCongestionDl

yate.enb_all.RRU.PrbCongestionDl Percentage of
subframes (x100) when
all DL PRBs are
allocated

Yate ENB
RRU.PrbCongestionUl

yate.enb_all.RRU.PrbCongestionUl Percentage of
subframes (x100) when
all UL PRBs are
allocated

Yate ENB RRU.PrbTotDl yate.enb_all.RRU.PrbTotDl Total PRBs scheduled
by the MAC in DL.

Yate ENB RRU.PrbTotUl yate.enb_all.RRU.PrbTotUl Total PRBs scheduled
by the MAC in UL.
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Yate ENB
RRU.RachAccessDelayAvg

yate.enb_all.RRU.RachAccessDelayAvg Provides the
distribution of the
number of the time
before UEs in a cell
achieve a successful
attach. The RACH
access delay is the
time from when a UE
sends its first Random
Access Preamble until
the UE receives the
Random Access
Response.

Yate ENB
RRU.RachDedicatedPreamble
sAssigned

yate.enb_all.RRU.RachDedicatedPream
blesAssigned

Percentage of PRACH
subframes (x100) when
all available PRACH
preambles are in use.

Yate ENB
RRU.RachPreambleAMean

yate.enb_all.RRU.RachPreambleAMean Total number of
PRACH preambles
from set "A"

Yate ENB
SRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl

yate.enb_all.SRB.PdcpSduBitrateDl DL bit rate in kbit/sec.

Yate ENB
SRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl

yate.enb_all.SRB.PdcpSduBitrateUl UL bit rate in kbit/sec.

Yate ENB state yate.enb_all.state Yate ENB state

Yate ENB state time yate.enb_all.state_time Duration of current
ENB state

Yate ENB TBs Downlink Error
rate

yate.enb_all.TB.ErrNbrDl Total number of DL
TBs for which UE
reported HARQ NACK,
not including HARQ
RTX.

Yate ENB TBs Downlink rate yate.enb_all.TB.TotNbrDl Total number of TBs
sent on DL, not
counting HARQ RTX.
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Yate ENB TBs Uplink Error
rate

yate.enb_all.TB.ErrNbrUl Total number of TBs
failing CRC check, not
including HARQ RTX.

Yate MBTS state yate.mbts.state State of the BTS

Yate USSD/SIP active
sessions count

yate.sipussd.count Yate USSD/SIP
number of active USSD
sessions
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Annex C - Mbts normal configuration parameters

Control.GSMTAP.GPRS off
Control.GSMTAP.GSM off
Control.GSMTAP.TargetIP 127.0.0.1     [default]
Control.LUR.AttachDetach on
Control.Reporting.PhysStatusTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.Reporting.StatsTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.SMSCB off
Control.VEA on
GGSN.DNS (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.Firewall.Enable 1     [default]
GGSN.IP.TossDuplicatePackets off
GGSN.MS.IP.Base 192.168.99.1     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.MaxCount 254     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.Route (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.ShellScript (disabled)     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.AdvertiseEDGE no     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3168Code 5     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3192Code 0     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.C0 3     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.CN 0     [default]
GPRS.Enable on
GPRS.LocalTLLI.Enable on
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSIInterval 3     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSITarget -25     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Downlink 3     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Uplink 2     [default]
GPRS.NMO 2     [default]
GPRS.Reassign.Enable on
GPRS.TBF.EST on
GPRS.TBF.Retry 1     [default]
GSM.CCCH.AGCH.QMax 5     [default]
GSM.CCCH.CCCH-CONF 1     [default]
GSM.CellOptions.RADIO-LINK-TIMEOUT 15     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS 3     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NCCsPermitted -1     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NECI 1     [default]
GSM.Channels.C1sFirst off
GSM.Channels.NumC1s 7     [default]
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GSM.Channels.NumC7s 0     [default]
GSM.Channels.SDCCHReserve 0     [default]
GSM.Cipher.CCHBER 0.0
GSM.Cipher.Encrypt off
GSM.Cipher.RandomNeighbor 0.0
GSM.Cipher.ScrambleFiller off
GSM.Handover.InitialHoldoff 5000     [default]
GSM.Handover.LocalRSSIMin -80     [default]
GSM.Handover.RepeatHoldoff 3000     [default]
GSM.Handover.ThresholdDelta 10     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.BCC 2     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.NCC 0     [default]
GSM.Identity.CI 1126
GSM.Identity.LAC 1126
GSM.Identity.MCC 001     [default]
GSM.Identity.MNC 01     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Max 33     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Min 5     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Max 62     [default]
GSM.MaxSpeechLatency 2     [default]
GSM.Neighbors.NumToSend 8     [default]
GSM.Ny1 5     [default]
GSM.RACH.AC 0x0400     [default]
GSM.RACH.MaxRetrans 1     [default]
GSM.RACH.TxInteger 14     [default]
GSM.Radio.ARFCNs 1     [default]
GSM.Radio.Band 1800
GSM.Radio.C0 882
GSM.Radio.MaxExpectedDelaySpread 2     [default]
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MaxAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -30
Handover.EUTRAN.EARFCN 0     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.QRXLEVMIN -140     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.priority 6     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_high 18     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_low 18     [default]
Handover.GSM.H_PRIO 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.T_reselection 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.priority 2     [default]
Handover.GSM.thresh_gsm_low 15     [default]
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Log.Alarms.Max 20     [default]
Log.Level NOTICE     [default]
yate-sdr@ybts-officess>
yate-sdr@ybts-officess> mbts config
Control.GSMTAP.GPRS off
Control.GSMTAP.GSM off
Control.GSMTAP.TargetIP 127.0.0.1     [default]
Control.LUR.AttachDetach on
Control.Reporting.PhysStatusTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.Reporting.StatsTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.SMSCB off
Control.VEA on
GGSN.DNS (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.Firewall.Enable 1     [default]
GGSN.IP.TossDuplicatePackets off
GGSN.MS.IP.Base 192.168.99.1     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.MaxCount 254     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.Route (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.ShellScript (disabled)     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.AdvertiseEDGE no     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3168Code 5     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3192Code 0     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.C0 3     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.CN 0     [default]
GPRS.Enable on
GPRS.LocalTLLI.Enable on
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSIInterval 3     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSITarget -25     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Downlink 3     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Uplink 2     [default]
GPRS.NMO 2     [default]
GPRS.Reassign.Enable on
GPRS.TBF.EST on
GPRS.TBF.Retry 1     [default]
GSM.CCCH.AGCH.QMax 5     [default]
GSM.CCCH.CCCH-CONF 1     [default]
GSM.CellOptions.RADIO-LINK-TIMEOUT 15     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS 3     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NCCsPermitted -1     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NECI 1     [default]
GSM.Channels.C1sFirst off
GSM.Channels.NumC1s 7     [default]
GSM.Channels.NumC7s 0     [default]
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GSM.Channels.SDCCHReserve 0     [default]
GSM.Cipher.CCHBER 0.0
GSM.Cipher.Encrypt off
GSM.Cipher.RandomNeighbor 0.0
GSM.Cipher.ScrambleFiller off
GSM.Handover.InitialHoldoff 5000     [default]
GSM.Handover.LocalRSSIMin -80     [default]
GSM.Handover.RepeatHoldoff 3000     [default]
GSM.Handover.ThresholdDelta 10     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.BCC 2     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.NCC 0     [default]
GSM.Identity.CI 1126
GSM.Identity.LAC 1126
GSM.Identity.MCC 001     [default]
GSM.Identity.MNC 01     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Max 33     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Min 5     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Max 62     [default]
GSM.MaxSpeechLatency 2     [default]
GSM.Neighbors.NumToSend 8     [default]
GSM.Ny1 5     [default]
GSM.RACH.AC 0x0400     [default]
GSM.RACH.MaxRetrans 1     [default]
GSM.RACH.TxInteger 14     [default]
GSM.Radio.ARFCNs 1     [default]
GSM.Radio.Band 1800
GSM.Radio.C0 882
GSM.Radio.MaxExpectedDelaySpread 2     [default]
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MaxAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -30
Handover.EUTRAN.EARFCN 0     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.QRXLEVMIN -140     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.priority 6     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_high 18     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_low 18     [default]
Handover.GSM.H_PRIO 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.T_reselection 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.priority 2     [default]
Handover.GSM.thresh_gsm_low 15     [default]
Log.Alarms.Max 20     [default]
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Log.Level NOTICE     [default]
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Annex D - Mbts developer parameters
Control.GSMTAP.GPRS off
Control.GSMTAP.GSM off
Control.GSMTAP.TargetIP 127.0.0.1     [default]
Control.LUR.AttachDetach on
Control.Reporting.PhysStatusTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.Reporting.StatsTable (disabled)     [default]
Control.SACCHTimeout.BumpDown 1     [default]
Control.SMSCB off
Control.VEA on
GGSN.DNS (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.Firewall.Enable 1     [default]
GGSN.IP.MaxPacketSize 1520     [default]
GGSN.IP.ReuseTimeout 180     [default]
GGSN.IP.TossDuplicatePackets off
GGSN.Logfile.Name ggsn.log
GGSN.MS.IP.Base 192.168.99.1     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.MaxCount 254     [default]
GGSN.MS.IP.Route (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.ShellScript (disabled)     [default]
GGSN.TunName sgsntun     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.AdvertiseEDGE no     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3168Code 5     [default]
GPRS.CellOptions.T3192Code 0     [default]
GPRS.ChannelCodingControl.RSSI -20
GPRS.Channels.Congestion.Threshold 200     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Congestion.Timer 60     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.C0 3     [default]
GPRS.Channels.Min.CN 0     [default]
GPRS.Codecs.Downlink 14     [default]
GPRS.Codecs.Uplink 14     [default]
GPRS.Counters.Assign 10     [default]
GPRS.Counters.N3101 20     [default]
GPRS.Counters.N3103 8     [default]
GPRS.Counters.N3105 12     [default]
GPRS.Counters.Reassign 6     [default]
GPRS.Counters.TbfRelease 5     [default]
GPRS.Debug 1
GPRS.Downlink.KeepAlive 300     [default]
GPRS.Downlink.Persist 0     [default]
GPRS.Enable on
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GPRS.LLC.PDUExpire 60000     [default]
GPRS.LocalTLLI.Enable on
GPRS.MS.KeepExpiredCount 20     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.Alpha 10     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.Gamma 31     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSIInterval 3     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSITarget -25     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.T_AVG_T 15     [default]
GPRS.MS.Power.T_AVG_W 15     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Downlink 3     [default]
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Uplink 2     [default]
GPRS.NC.NetworkControlOrder 2     [default]
GPRS.NMO 2     [default]
GPRS.PRIORITY-ACCESS-THR 6     [default]
GPRS.RAC 0     [default]
GPRS.RA_COLOUR 0     [default]
GPRS.RRBP.Min 0     [default]
GPRS.Reassign.Enable on
GPRS.Release 4
GPRS.SGSN.port 1920     [default]
GPRS.SendIdleFrames off
GPRS.TBF.Downlink.Poll1 10     [default]
GPRS.TBF.EST on
GPRS.TBF.Expire 30000     [default]
GPRS.TBF.KeepExpiredCount 20     [default]
GPRS.TBF.Retry 1     [default]
GPRS.Timers.Channels.Idle 6000     [default]
GPRS.Timers.MS.Idle 600     [default]
GPRS.Timers.MS.NonResponsive 6000     [default]
GPRS.Timers.T3169 5000     [default]
GPRS.Timers.T3191 5000     [default]
GPRS.Timers.T3193 0     [default]
GPRS.Timers.T3195 5000     [default]
GPRS.Uplink.KeepAlive 300     [default]
GPRS.Uplink.Persist 4000     [default]
GPRS.advanceblocks 10     [default]
GSM.CCCH.AGCH.QMax 5     [default]
GSM.CCCH.CCCH-CONF 1     [default]
GSM.CellOptions.RADIO-LINK-TIMEOUT 15     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS 3     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.MS-TXPWR-MAX-CCH 0     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NCCsPermitted -1     [default]
GSM.CellSelection.NECI 1     [default]
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GSM.CellSelection.RXLEV-ACCESS-MIN 0     [default]
GSM.Channels.C1sFirst off
GSM.Channels.NumC1s 7     [default]
GSM.Channels.NumC7s 0     [default]
GSM.Channels.SDCCHReserve 0     [default]
GSM.Cipher.CCHBER 0.0
GSM.Cipher.Encrypt off
GSM.Cipher.RandomNeighbor 0.0
GSM.Cipher.ScrambleFiller off
GSM.Control.GPRSMaxIgnore 5     [default]
GSM.Handover.InitialHoldoff 5000     [default]
GSM.Handover.LocalRSSIMin -80     [default]
GSM.Handover.RepeatHoldoff 3000     [default]
GSM.Handover.ThresholdDelta 10     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.BCC 2     [default]
GSM.Identity.BSIC.NCC 0     [default]
GSM.Identity.CI 1126
GSM.Identity.LAC 1126
GSM.Identity.MCC 001     [default]
GSM.Identity.MNC 01     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Max 33     [default]
GSM.MS.Power.Min 5     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Damping 50     [default]
GSM.MS.TA.Max 62     [default]
GSM.MaxSpeechLatency 2     [default]
GSM.Neighbors.NumToSend 8     [default]
GSM.Ny1 5     [default]
GSM.RACH.AC 0x0400     [default]
GSM.RACH.MaxRetrans 1     [default]
GSM.RACH.TxInteger 14     [default]
GSM.Radio.ARFCNs 1     [default]
GSM.Radio.Band 1800
GSM.Radio.C0 882
GSM.Radio.MaxExpectedDelaySpread 2     [default]
GSM.Radio.NeedBSIC off
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MaxAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.NumSamples 10     [default]
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.Period 6000     [default]
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.SamplePeriod 2000     [default]
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.TargetT3122 5000     [default]
GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -30
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GSM.Radio.RxGain 0     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3103 5000     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3105 50     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3113 10000     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3122Max 255000     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3122Min 2000     [default]
GSM.Timer.T3212 24     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.EARFCN 0     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.QRXLEVMIN -140     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.priority 6     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_high 18     [default]
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_low 18     [default]
Handover.GSM.H_PRIO 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.T_reselection 0     [default]
Handover.GSM.priority 2     [default]
Handover.GSM.thresh_gsm_low 15     [default]
Log.Alarms.Max 20     [default]
Log.File (disabled)     [default]
Log.Level NOTICE     [default]
SGSN.Debug off
SGSN.Timer.ImplicitDetach 3480     [default]
SGSN.Timer.MS.Idle 600     [default]
SGSN.Timer.RAUpdate 3240     [default]
SGSN.Timer.Ready 44     [default]
TRX.IgnoreDeath no     [default]
TRX.MaxRetries 5     [default]
TRX.Port 5700     [default]
TRX.RadioFrequencyOffset 142
TRX.Timeout.Clock 10     [default]
TRX.TxAttenOffset 46
Test.GSM.SimulatedFER.Downlink 0     [default]
Test.GSM.SimulatedFER.Uplink 0     [default]
Test.GSM.UplinkFuzzingRate 0     [default]
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Annex E - Mbts raw configuration parameters
Control.GSMTAP.GPRS off
Control.GSMTAP.GSM off
Control.GSMTAP.TargetIP 127.0.0.1
Control.LUR.AttachDetach on
Control.Reporting.PhysStatusTable (disabled)
Control.Reporting.StatsTable (disabled)
Control.SACCHTimeout.BumpDown 1
Control.SMSCB off
Control.VEA on
GGSN.DNS (disabled)
GGSN.Firewall.Enable 1
GGSN.IP.MaxPacketSize 1520
GGSN.IP.ReuseTimeout 180
GGSN.IP.TossDuplicatePackets off
GGSN.Logfile.Name ggsn.log
GGSN.MS.IP.Base 192.168.99.1
GGSN.MS.IP.MaxCount 254
GGSN.MS.IP.Route (disabled)
GGSN.ShellScript (disabled)
GGSN.TunName sgsntun
GPRS.CellOptions.AdvertiseEDGE no
GPRS.CellOptions.T3168Code 5
GPRS.CellOptions.T3192Code 0
GPRS.ChannelCodingControl.RSSI -20
GPRS.Channels.Congestion.Threshold 200
GPRS.Channels.Congestion.Timer 60
GPRS.Channels.Max 4
GPRS.Channels.Min.C0 3
GPRS.Channels.Min.CN 0
GPRS.Codecs.Downlink 14
GPRS.Codecs.Uplink 14
GPRS.Counters.Assign 10
GPRS.Counters.N3101 20
GPRS.Counters.N3103 8
GPRS.Counters.N3105 12
GPRS.Counters.Reassign 6
GPRS.Counters.TbfRelease 5
GPRS.Debug 1
GPRS.Downlink.KeepAlive 300
GPRS.Downlink.Persist 0
GPRS.Enable on
GPRS.FixDRX (disabled)
GPRS.FixForeignTlli (disabled)
GPRS.FixIAUsePoll (disabled)
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GPRS.FixIdleFrame (disabled)
GPRS.FixTFIBug (disabled)
GPRS.LLC.PDUExpire 60000
GPRS.LocalTLLI.Enable on
GPRS.MS.KeepExpiredCount 20
GPRS.MS.Power.Alpha 10
GPRS.MS.Power.Gamma 31
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSIInterval 3
GPRS.MS.Power.RSSITarget -25
GPRS.MS.Power.T_AVG_T 15
GPRS.MS.Power.T_AVG_W 15
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Downlink 3
GPRS.Multislot.Max.Uplink 2
GPRS.NC.NetworkControlOrder 2
GPRS.NMO 2
GPRS.PRIORITY-ACCESS-THR 6
GPRS.RAC 0
GPRS.RA_COLOUR 0
GPRS.RRBP.Min 0
GPRS.Reassign.Enable on
GPRS.Release 4
GPRS.SGSN.Host (disabled)
GPRS.SGSN.port 1920
GPRS.SendIdleFrames off
GPRS.TBF.Downlink.Poll1 10
GPRS.TBF.EST on
GPRS.TBF.Expire 30000
GPRS.TBF.KeepExpiredCount 20
GPRS.TBF.Retry 1
GPRS.ThreadAdvance (disabled)
GPRS.Timers.Channels.Idle 6000
GPRS.Timers.MS.Idle 600
GPRS.Timers.MS.NonResponsive 6000
GPRS.Timers.T3169 5000
GPRS.Timers.T3191 5000
GPRS.Timers.T3193 0
GPRS.Timers.T3195 5000
GPRS.Uplink.KeepAlive 300
GPRS.Uplink.Persist 4000
GPRS.UplinkDutyFactor (disabled)
GPRS.WATCH (disabled)
GPRS.advanceblocks 10
GSM.CCCH.AGCH.QMax 5
GSM.CCCH.CCCH-CONF 1
GSM.CellOptions.RADIO-LINK-TIMEOUT 15
GSM.CellSelection.CELL-RESELECT-HYSTERESIS 3
GSM.CellSelection.MS-TXPWR-MAX-CCH 0
GSM.CellSelection.NCCsPermitted -1
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GSM.CellSelection.NECI 1
GSM.CellSelection.RXLEV-ACCESS-MIN 0
GSM.Channels.C1sFirst off
GSM.Channels.NumC1s 7
GSM.Channels.NumC7s 0
GSM.Channels.Randomize (disabled)
GSM.Channels.SDCCHReserve 0
GSM.Cipher.CCHBER 0.0
GSM.Cipher.Encrypt off
GSM.Cipher.RandomNeighbor 0.0
GSM.Cipher.ScrambleFiller off
GSM.Control.GPRSMaxIgnore 5
GSM.Handover.InitialHoldoff 5000
GSM.Handover.LocalRSSIMin -80
GSM.Handover.RepeatHoldoff 3000
GSM.Handover.ThresholdDelta 10
GSM.Identity.BSIC.BCC 2
GSM.Identity.BSIC.NCC 0
GSM.Identity.CI 1126
GSM.Identity.LAC 1126
GSM.Identity.MCC 001
GSM.Identity.MNC 01
GSM.MS.Power.Damping 50
GSM.MS.Power.Max 33
GSM.MS.Power.Min 5
GSM.MS.TA.Damping 50
GSM.MS.TA.Max 62
GSM.MaxSpeechLatency 2
GSM.Neighbors.NumToSend 8
GSM.Ny1 5
GSM.RACH.AC 0x0400
GSM.RACH.MaxRetrans 1
GSM.RACH.TxInteger 14
GSM.Radio.ARFCNs 1
GSM.Radio.Band 1800
GSM.Radio.C0 882
GSM.Radio.MaxExpectedDelaySpread 2
GSM.Radio.NeedBSIC off
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MaxAttenDB 15
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 12
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.NumSamples 10
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.Period 6000
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.SamplePeriod 2000
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.TargetT3122 5000
GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -30
GSM.Radio.RxGain 0
GSM.SI3RO (disabled)
GSM.SI3RO.CBQ (disabled)
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GSM.SI3RO.CRO (disabled)
GSM.SI3RO.PENALTY_TIME (disabled)
GSM.SI3RO.TEMPORARY_OFFSET (disabled)
GSM.Timer.T3103 5000
GSM.Timer.T3105 50
GSM.Timer.T3113 10000
GSM.Timer.T3122Max 255000
GSM.Timer.T3122Min 2000
GSM.Timer.T3212 24
Handover.EUTRAN.EARFCN 0
Handover.EUTRAN.QRXLEVMIN -140
Handover.EUTRAN.priority 6
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_high 18
Handover.EUTRAN.thresh_priority_low 18
Handover.GSM.H_PRIO 0
Handover.GSM.T_reselection 0
Handover.GSM.priority 2
Handover.GSM.thresh_gsm_low 15
Handover.enable on
Handover.reason GSM;text="Handover"
Log.File (disabled)
Log.Level NOTICE
Log.Level.CLI.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.DCCHDispatch.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSMConfig.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSML1FEC.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSML2LAPDm.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSML3GPRSElements.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSML3RRMessages.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSMLogicalChannel.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GSMLogicalChannel.h (disabled)
Log.Level.GSMSAPMux.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.GenConnection.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.MAC.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.PowerManager.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.RadioResource.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.Reporting.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.SigConnection.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.TRXManager.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.iputils.cpp (disabled)
Log.Level.miniggsn.cpp (disabled)
SGSN.Debug off
SGSN.Timer.ImplicitDetach 3480
SGSN.Timer.MS.Idle 600
SGSN.Timer.RAUpdate 3240
SGSN.Timer.Ready 44
TRX.MaxRetries 5
TRX.MinimumRxRSSI -63
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TRX.Port 5700
TRX.RadioFrequencyOffset 142
TRX.TX.OffsetI 0
TRX.TX.OffsetQ 0
TRX.Timeout.Clock 10
TRX.TxAttenOffset 46
TRX.clock_update_offset 16
TRX.gsm_time_sync_check 0
TRX.print_status 0
TRX.print_status_bursts on
TRX.radio_latency_slots 5
TRX.radio_read_priority highest
TRX.radio_send_priority high
TRX.tx_silence_debug_interval 5000
TRX.tx_slots 16
Test.GSM.SimulatedFER.Downlink 0
Test.GSM.SimulatedFER.Uplink 0
Test.GSM.UplinkFuzzingRate 0
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